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Turbulent Rains Do
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Wins From
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Historical Society

Much Damage

COLFAX

Nat. Highway
Completed

To Be Inaugurated

By

Cimarron
Sudden Rise of Streams Put Railway Will Gather Curios and Relics For
Museum; Supported By Many
Traffic Temporarily Out;
Down.
Southwest Old Timers.

The base ball name between
arron and Maxwell at the latter
place last Sunday resulted in the h
victory for Maxwell the score being
It proved to be the best
3 tp O.
played game of the season in this
Heavy and turbulent rains last
section of the state, a league game
and Thursday did conWednesday
give
a better
having much to do to
on the western
damage
siderable
exhibition of the national game".
of
Rocky
Mountain
extension
the
Maes tes. the twirler for the Cimhigh
washed
when
water
the
route,
arron team showed his ability in
pilings
moved
away
the
and
tracks
pitching a good ball by allowing
railway
from
bridges.
The
the
only three hits during the entire
bridge crossing the Ponil one mile
nine innings, having full control
of Cimarron was partially put
of his ability in handling the ball east
of commission tor a few days,
out
Johnny Gallagher
at all times.
until the bridge cre w repaired the
did full justice at 'he bat where he
temporarily to allow the
was featured during the game. The structure
pass
over it without dangto
trains
team as a whole played a fine game
bridge
was however
The
er.
throughout, having the suppoitof
rapaired
permanently
the fore part
people.
a large contingent of local
of
week.
the
The three scores credited to MaxIn the Cimarron Canyon a rock
well were due to eirors on the part
slide
caused by the heavy waters
of the Cimarron boys, which were
in the mountains obstructed railpractically unavoidable.
Every available auto in Cimar- way traffic for more than 24 hours,
before the debris could be removron was put into service to carrv
A short distance east of tlte
ed.
the base ball enthusiasts to MaxPark
station the track and roadwell to witness the game.
washed out. The train
bed
was
While some of the autoes experup here for more than two
tied
was
ienced difficulty in crossing ibe
days, being unable to go cast on
Van Brimmer, that would make anaccount of the damaged bridge and
other chapter of interesting readwashouts and obstructed track i re
ing, suffice it to say that all returnventing westen. traffic.
ed Sunday evening feeling well reThe train arrived Thursday ev
paid for their day's troubles.
ening remaining here until Sunday
morning when it started for Raton.
The damaged sections of the road
have since been fully repaired and
traffic both east and west, has been
resumed by the company.
The town was cut off from outside telegraphic communications
for several days, the only means of
commnication with the outside
world being with the telephone.
The crippled telegraph service was
not repaired until late Saturday.
It is reported that the turbulent
rains were much more severe in the
The large Hebron dam on the eastern part of the county than in
Maxwell tract washed out Saturday this section.
morning as the result of a heavy
pressure of water, following the
heavy rains of Thursday and Friday. The dam was just completed
last year and its destruction comes
just at a ti.iie when the farmers to
whom it supplied irrigation water
were looking forward to their most
successful season.
The dam was built by the Max
well Land and Irrigation company
and the company suffers a heavy
loss in its destruction. The dam
dam will be rebuilt.
The chase after the wily trout
Cim-

Hebron Dam

Tele-gráphj-jn-

Co. Road Board

Walton's

Diciples Free

Opening Guns Of
Suffrage Campaign
Fired In Santa Fe
The opening guns were fired at
Santa Fe, Saturday in the statewide campaign to culminate in a
state convention in Albuquerque
next October, when the New Mexico Woman's Suffrage League heid
a mass meeting and discussed
"Why Women Should Vote."
The League eulogized the Progressive Darty for being in sympathy with the suffraire movement.
Several well prepared speeches
were delivered at the meeting.

Springer Spasms

After May 15

Fred Martiuez who for two years
was a member of the Reform
School and who was pardoned one
vear ago, is now making good at
Santa Fe, where be has joined the
May 15,
militia and is playing on the ball

Finger Lost In
Circle Saw At
Continental Mill

begins in New Mexico,
and the diciples of Isaac Walton
armed with the usual paraphernalia
will be many this year as there are
a great many trout to angled from
The season lasts
the quiet pools.
until October 15. Weight limit is
25 pounds in possession at one
time, and 15 pounds in one calendar day is the maximum. The size
limit is not less than si inches.
The trout streams in Colfax
county wer-- restocked with small
trout last year, and fishing will be
above par in most any stream that
is large enough to hold the speckled beauties.
Residents of the state need no
fishing license it, being only nonresidents that are requested to take
them out.

Wednesday morning while running a circle taw at the Continental mill in this city, a young boy
named Veller had the misfortune
to have bis left band caught in the
machine, resulting in, the loss of
his index finger and the serious injury to the second and third fingers. The boy was taken to office
of Dr. Masteh who dressed the
wounds. He will not be able to
work in the mill fór several weeks
Robt.
wai a county
until the wounds have been thoMat visitor Monday and Tuesday.
roughly healed.

Will Be Toured

Contracted Bills
The board of county road commissioners has been greatly facilitated in its road and bridge work
by the recent decision of the state
supreme court, in regards to the
handling of the road and bridge
business, about which there was a
seemiugly difference of opinion as
to who should audit and pay all
the bills.
According to the ruling dí the
court, which body reversed a previous decision, tne road board has
full right and authority to audit
and pav all bills which it contracts
out of the road and bridge lund.
The county commissioners will, in
the future have nothing to do withj
this end of the business.

team.
At the recent meeting of the
county commissioners that board
was presented with the resignation
of J.
Jeffers of the road board,
which was very promptly accepted.

Flans and preparations are being consummated by citizens in
and near Cimarron to perfect an
Historical Societv and open up a
museum in connection therewith.
The movement which is still in its

Famous Side Trip

Can Pay Its Own

Destructed By

High Water

es

By Many Motorists
Theaoo-milside trip prepared
by the Santa Fe Railway company
for tourists, from Trininad to Santa Fe, via Cimarron and Taos, is
now the mouth piece of every one
who knows about it.
E. C. Sperry of Raton and several other gentlemen from Trinidad
attempted to make the pathfinder
tour last week but were caught in
the storm at Taos and compelled

to return.

Ordinarily

the drive

between Cimarron and Taos is
made with ease in four or five hours
but owing to 'the heavy roads one
day was consumed on the trip; A
Frond attempt on the pathfinder
tout will be made within a few

lays.

while in town.

1915

The National Old Trails road
connecting the Atlantic with the
Facific coast will be a completed
system of highways before the opening of the Fanama exposition in
IOI5-

-

This announcement comes in the
form of a letter written by J. M.
Lowe, president of the National
Old Trails association to the Automobile club of southern California.
It is predicted by the president
of the association that as many as
50,000 autoes will pass over this
system of highways during 1915,
and also that if each tourist spends
a minimum of 5 a day, as much
as $ 1,250,000 will be spent in the
towns along the route during the

year.

Mr. Lowe says:
"No other
road association has made such
progress as the Jold trails association, now only two years old, nor
has completed so many miles of
permanent construction. The end
is almost in sight."
Whether the government takes a
hand in the road construction or
not, the highway will be permatrict court adjourns, a'.'nunilu-- of nently constructed from
n
citizens who are interested in the
within another year. Unplan being unavoidably absent at questionably a great many of the
this time in attending court.
tourists will pass through CimarA great many of tly- old timers
ron, the canyon, Taos, down the
in the state have signified their Rio Grande and on to
Santa Fe,
ocean-to-ocea-

willingness to assist this move- where the highway will again be
ment in contributing tunds'towards touched.
the upkeep of the institution and
to donate bits of relics to be plac
Rain In Colfax Co.
ed in the museum, and it is be-- j
lieved that in this way the society
During Three Days can be run successfully. A general research will be made to acquire
a great collection of curios and re
The rainfall in Colfax county for lics synoymous of the southwest in
the last three days of the week, the early history.
reached nearly four inches on an
avecage.
In some parts of the
county as much as 15 inches of
Judge Leib will not preside at
snow hil. at Ring and Bonito it is this session of the district court,
reported that a seven inch snowfall owing to ill health. A judge from
The large reservoir on the ranch
put a damper on the precipitation. the southern part c.f tbe state will
of C. F. Remsburg near Ute Park
occupy the bencb.
was damaged quite badly during

Four Inches Of

Reservoir At
Ute

Park

Damaged

Raton Snapshots
W. M. Oliver purchased the
Raton Harness & Saddlery compa-- 1
ny last week- - Emil Sloffel who
has been connected with the firm
for more than thirty years, will be
in charge of the manufacturing end
tbe business.
boy
Willie North, a
who ran away from his home in Indiana, was taken from the blind
baggage ol a west bound Santa Fe
train. The boy's father forwarded

$2,000,000
Invested In

of

money for his

home-comin-

g.

More than 2000 feet of
pipe has been laid and 5000 feet of
ditches dug since tbe starting of
the new municipal water works
system.

course

of

business;

The city tax

levy was made at this smeeting for
1914 and all summed up for tbe
mills.
different funds is

n'i

Two train loads of. troops fronfi
Ft. Meade, S. P., passed through
Raton, Thursday on their way to
Ft. Wingate, N. M., wbere tbev
will have charge of the 6000 Mexican refugees transferred to that
place from Ft. bliss, Texas for

Sopbus Richard, the booster and
part promoter of the French Land
& Irrigation company, died at his
home in Illinois. No details have
been received about bis death.
safe keeping.

Buzz Wagons

Over two and a half million dollars by conservative estimate is in
Mexwater vested in automobiles in New

Dr. Fanton and wife have returnThe new council members were
ed from Rochester, Minn., wheie inducted into office Tuesday evenMr. Fanton was operated on for ing
and continued with its regular
throat trouble.
A band of Gypsies, men, womeu
and children pilfered in and around
Springer several days the past
week, buying, selling and trading
horses. They made several deals

infancy, is being fostered by Geo.
H. Webster,
r., Fred Whitney
and Rev. H. R. Mills, and these
men are working towards the end
in having the present plans mature at an early date.
It was learned that the Maxwell
Land Grant company will deed ov
er certain property to the Historic
al Society in Cimarron, 'providing
the society incorporates, repairs
the property fully and maintains it
in full repair. This will be fully
discussed at a meeting to Tic held
in the near future by all who are
interested in the movement.
The
meeting however, will not be held
until the present session of the dis-

18

ico, and over $63,006 in motorcycles. The figures were taken from
the records of secretary of state
and show a total ot 192 automobiles licensed and 250 motorcycles.
Estimating the initial cost ;of the
autoes as averaging $1200, the total is 1(2,630,400; and figuring the
motorcycles
as averaging $250
each, the total is $62,500. Automobile men estimate thai tbe up
keep will average $200 a car annually, making $438,400 spent each
year for maintenance of tbe buzz
wagons.
These figures, which it is expect
ed will be vastly increased next
year, show what a tremendous item
the automobile is in the business
of New Mexico.

the heavy rains last week. It was
well filled with water and during a
brisk wtnd the waves washed out a
section of the dam, giving the water terrifJL torce which also washed out a section of Rocky Mountain track, near which the dam is

situated.
This reservoir was completed
last year and the damage of last
is a severe loss to its owner.
Mr. Remsburg.
wi.-e-

New Council
Members Have
Taken Up Duties
The new Cimarron town council
was 'inducted into office Monday
evening with the usual ceremonies
that of being sworn in and immediately going to work. About tbe
only labors accomplished at this
meeting were those of allowing
bills, this being an extraordinary
session. Tbe new members acquainted themselves with their important duties, adjourning to meet
at tbe regular stated time. Richard Gaskin inducted the men into
office.

CIMARRON NEWS.
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF

Tti Duk
of Argyll,
ie lute Ot!'pn Victoria

SUITER Y

of
End (ormw

FROM ALL SOURCES
AYINOS. D O I N O S. ACHIEVE,
Mf NTS, SUFFERINGS. HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

.a

Newepaper I'nloB Newa

Bara-lee-

.

WESTERN.

Sentence of life Imprisonment for
:he murder of Mrs. Emma Kraft, a
'Incinnati widow, was Imposed on
lohn H Koettera at Chicago by Judge
McDonald.
Mrs. Joseph
At Vallejo, Calif.,
Fyffe, aire of Pay Inspector Fyffe of
Mare Island, was thrown from a horse
llU killed while cantering through
in- navy ysrdv
The Eleventh cavalry entrained at
Kurt
Ogelthorpe, Dodge, Oa., and
tarted on the trip to Colorado, where
the cavalrymen are to aid In pacifying the mining districts
"Reclamation Day" is May 9 in California, and its purpose Is to arouse
the interest of California In reclamation as a result of the conference
held in Denver recently.
The sick sister whom Helene Young
nought to save died In Chicago, and
Helcne made ready to return to los
Angel' to answer n charge that she
hail passed worthless checks.
Rnin that began falling shortly before the start of the woman's suffrage
-

prevented
Kansas City's
demonatratlon In favor of
The parade will
"votes for women."
be held on the 9th.
The auffragiat demonstration In
MinneaiKjlis comprised a parade more
than u mile long, followed by a mass
meeting, addressed by several prominent local people. Several men's organizations were also In line.
Señora Carranza, wife of General
Venustiano Carranza, at El Paso. Tex.,
received a letter from a relative In
San Antonio stating that he had positive information that Saltillo has
been evacuated by the Mexican Federals, who retreated south and east.
loaded
A launch
with
longshoremen en route U the American-Hawaiian
Steamship Company's
dock at Portland, Ore., was made the
target for a shower of heavy, rocks
dropped upon It from the Broadway
bridge.
One longshoreman was injured and the roof of the launch waa

parade
planned

de-

-

Governor Amnions Addresses Mem
bars of Senate and House In Jelnt
Sssrlon, Amplifying Matters
Contained In His Call.

can

:

Span-linge-

young business men. or those
I
have had no experience as police
leei h
I
believe that, as experience liaa
.1
ut In other
that the
tlvo
as
of
ute

SPORT.

Writrra Won
Uaiar
9
ft
8
S

St. Joseph
Des Moines
Mnroln
Tnpaka
Hloux City

lul.e.

Ist

Pet
SCI
.B71
.53.1

s

ate

curae great befor they are aent to the
Hüalatance of the local authorities In
"I am sure, with the establishment
of auch a force, that not only much
money would be aaved, much life
would be aaved. much property saved,
hut that auch bitterness aa we have
experienced would never he created,
and. therefore, that any strained relations that might arise between contending parriea would be in a much
better condition for ultimate nettle
msnt. and I sincerely hope that, while
our state treasury la not In good condition for further expense, that you
shall pass some measure such as that
in Nevada or Pennsylvania or other
states that have state police forcea
such as I have mentioned."
Violence la District.

.429
.42

fi

.1ST
333

rn. tha

Clirr Healy, well known to all Den
ver lans and formerly a member of
the Bears, was released at Ogden,
Utah, to the Terre Haute club or the
Central League.
Eddie Campi. the Los Angeles bantamweight, outfought and outpointed
Young Fox of England In a
bout at New York, having the better
or every round arter the fourth.
ten-roun- d

amateur walking match
The
at Stamford Bridge, lam. Ion. was won
by E. C. Horton, who covered 73 miles
and 145 yards In the speciried time.
The amateur record ror 12 hours has
been 72 miles 33 yards.
At Chicago, Sunday, Chicago's Federals, playing against the Pittsburg
again outdrew the Cubs,
badly broken.
who were pitted against the St. Louis
The North Pole discovery Incident Cardinals. The Federal League, conwas revived in the Senate by Senator tests attracted 8,000 spectators, while
Polndexter, who introduced a Joint a liberal estimate ot the major leag-erwas 6,000.
resolution expressing the thanks of
Congresa to Frederick A. Cook for tha
Edward Be son or the San Frandiscovery of the North Pole on April cisco Olympic Club broke the world's
11, 1908. and authorizing the secrerecord in the high Jump at the Pacific
tary of the navy to present him with Coast conference meeting at Berkeley,
a J. " medal.
Calif., clearing the bar at 6 feet 7H
Inches,
inch higher than the previ
WASHINGTON.
ous mark made by Ceorge llorlne..
Fred Kelly ot the University of
Names of eight Catholic priests Southern
his
California equaled
who have volunteered to serve in the world's record or 15 seconds Hat ror
American army or navy In case or tho
burdlee. Guy Hobgood,
war with Mexico were aent to the Oregon Agricultural College, oroke the
President.
run record by
PaclHc coast
A revised Hat or American dead and
doing the distance In 9:37V4. Oliver
wounded In the taking of Vera Cruz Millsrd or the Olyrhpia Club, in a spewaa announced by Secretary of tlv cial event, cut this to 9:34. The old
Navy Daniels. It showed: Dead 11 record was 9:4Z
sailors, 4 marinea, 1 unidentified; total. 16. Wounded 2 ofHcers, 51 sail-on- .
GENERAL.
men;
14 marinea, 3 unldentlMed
Mrs. Upton Sinclair said In New
total. 70.
Timber manufacturera' associations York that the picketing or the Stand
through combining ' and agreemonl ard Oil orrices would be kept up conhave increased the price of lumber and stantly, day and night, until the Colo
endeavored through lobbying to influ- rado strike Ib settled.
Cable advices received at New York
ence Ipglslatiou, according to a partial report on the lumber Industry, from Manaos, Brazil, where his expe
made public by the commissioner or dition emerged from the interior,
stated that Colonel Roosevelt would
corporations.
ap- sail ror New York.
Licentiate Esteva Ruis has
"Convicts, idiots, lunatics and wom
pointed minister or rorelgn nrfalrs in
the Huerta Cabinet, to succeed Port- en cannot vote." was the legend on
illo y Rojas, retired. The Spanish one or the banners borne hy St. Paul,
ambassador at Washington was offi- Minn., Buffruglsta, who, several hun
cially informed of the uppointment by dred strong, held a parade which was
cable and communicated the new up followed by an open air meeting ana
addresses by several leaders of the
point ment to the mediators.
A silver tea service supplemented cause.
radical
Marie Ganfl. a woman
by a pair of silver candelabra, is the
House of Representatives' wedding speaker, led a crowd of women and
president for Miss Eleanor Wilson, boys to the orflces of the Standard
the President's youngest daughter. Oil Company, 26 Broadway, In New
H,-- r
"If
msrrlnge to Secretary McAdoo York, and there announced:
will take place in the blue room of Rockefeller don't arbitrate and atop
the murdera In Colorado, I'm going to
the White House on May 7.
Post Wheeler, formerly secretary shoot him like a dog."
federal soldiers helped
Mexican
of the American embassy at Rome,
whose orricial conduct has been un- themselves to 1150,000 they found In
der Investigation for many months, the offices of the Tehuantepec Nationfinally has been completely vindi- al railway after the fall of Vera Crux,
cated. He will be reassigned to the according to William B. Ryan, vie
foreign services In his grade as soon president ol the road, who with thirty-thre- e
other refugees arrived in New
as necessary arrangements can be
York on the liner Oregonla.
made by the department.
May 1 marked the sixteenth anni-- .
William Vincent Astor, son of the
veraary of the battle of Manila Bay late Col. John Jacob Astor, and heir
In celebration of the event Admiral
to the bulk of the $87,000,000 Astor
George Dewey, hero or Manila Bay estate, and Helen Dinaiuorc Hunting
and president of the Society of Ma ton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
nifl Bar. gave a dinner to the mem- Palmer Huntington, were married by
ers ot the society at his home In the Rev. C. 1!. Duncan in a alraple
The society Is com ceremony at Hopeland House, Staats-burg- ,
Wsshli
nosed
e who participated in the
N. Y., the home or the bride's
battle.
parents.
The regional reserve district in
John A. McAdams or Exeter. N. H
which Colorado la situated has thus waa awarded 115,000 damages for an
far fat ed to make up Its bank sub electric shock be received while teleof 14,000.000, phoning over the New England tele- scrlption minimum
which is precedent to organization,
giupb and telephone lines.
non-unio-

s

120-yar-

two-mil- e

aaTrtkaliil

Governor

a

E. M. Amnions.

out the militia until I had exhausted
every means that had been suKKcsted
to bring about a settlement of tire dispute or to aaaiat in other wuva the
local authoritiea in controlling the
situation: when the local authorities)
failed there was but one way provided
by law in which I could asaist. and
was through the military arm of
that government.
the
"The troops were called Into the
field and took charge of the situation
as ii -- they could, with the number
of men that could be secured.
I ...in
Mart
"PI
"From th beginning there waa op- In
posit Ion. In
time Ilk
6
interest on
the law
cert ifteal pa of Indebtedness, hut recently that I ad been changed, and hut 4
could he paid The financial condition
not only of thia state but of the .uun-rto- t
try was
such as to make the rala- lug or mo
"1 waa anxlnua that the credit of the
be maintained: that the
state ahou
small pay allowed o the militia should
go to thei and not to acalpera. and
pur- that the state should be able toI comso
chase on i
mnnlcated with
snclattons of O
Springs an
If Ihey wo

ler the matter, was notified that the
ditor would not agree to pa these
CMéMteea Callea Serloeas.
"There was other opposition: hut tn

nothing or property;
had no other course
U the militia lo the
y

to the payment of the
they were not Issued
jelled to go into the
and ask that hotly to
Ig of the bills arid the

.lllte nil to
eneee.llllKl
make purchasea ami to raise further
money.
,
"In fact, approximately not moreof the Indebtedness conthan
II

iK.a.

tovmf- -

a

HUERTA NAMES AGENTS

ble Compound the
praise It dees r res,

I have taken It
different times
and It always re-

at

STRENGTH
REPORT DICTATOR'S
ON WANE AND BLANQUET
FAVORED AS SUCCESSOR.

lieved

other
failed,

II

one-hal-

Mexican Bishop Crucified.
San Francisco, Cal. Among tha
tales of revolution atrocities told by
the refugees from the west coast of
miner
Mexico who arrived on tbe
City of Sydney. Is that of cruciitxlon
of the Catholic blehop of Chalapa. Ac
cording to the account a detachment
of the rebel General Zapata's soldiers
called on the bishop to surrender the
funds or his church. He refused,
whereupon tbe soldiers are said to
have nailed him to an upright crow
and left him to die a lingering death.

"During the present strike conditions there have been times when
much turbulence waa caused where
large numbers of Idle men were congregated by some of the saloons.
"inave had appeals made to me from
some of the districts, by some of the
saloon keepers themselves, to see If all
the saloons could not be closed, show
ing that even those men know and
realise the great danger thatthere Is
at such times, In such a situation. I
am confident that when these disturbances arise, where riots are Imminent,
where disturbances may lead to great
loss of Ufe and property, that if the
governor only had tha right to supersede those local authorities which
sometimes will not act, and closs up
temporarily the aaloona, it would avoid
manv danfcerous conditions.
"The Constitution of the Untted Rtatas
guaranteea the right to hear arms, but
the country has found that under many
conditions that that right shuuld be restricted : and. If it Is constitutional for
the state and the local authorities, to
regulate and nrovide against carrying
concealed weapons, as a proper police
measure. It seems to me that the Oeneral Assembly can provide against
the sale and use of arms and ammunition In times of great danger In order
The reason
to save life and property.
is Just aa strong In the one Instance
aa It la In the other
Calla Críala (.rave.
"Ladies and gentlemen. I have not
aaked you to conalder a multiplicity of
subjects.
I have called you together
here In what I consider to be a great
crisis and am only suggesting those
things which I think may aid us In
taking care of this particu'ar situation.
'I appeal to you not as partisans but
IS cltlscn
of your state to look into
the nnghiy as
this situation Just
yuu may. that you
ow all the
facts, alt of them;
lem aecur-iglately; and then act
and If
ery confiv.iu do that, and I
ta the hope,
dence that you will,
yea, even the greatf
denoe. that

whatever the result.
will be
worked out by wisdom and good )udg- irient and will redound to the honor and
atate.
credit of the
"I thank you for coming so promptly
and responding In this serious situation
so well, and believe and know that
your patriotism, that your good Judgment, aa shown by your actions In the
regalar session, will work out for tha
very best Interest of Colorado.

me when
medicines
and when I

hear a woman com

plain I always recommend
Last winter I waa attacked

Wearers Newspaper l,"nlon Newe Service.

Washington, May 5. General Carranca and the Constitutionalists were
eliminated from proceedings or the
three South American envoys who
have undertaken to solve the Mexican
problem by mediation.
It la known also that the United
States, refusing to agree to a formal
armistice or permit any iruestlon of
national honor to go before the conferees, may decline to name a mediator.
Up to a mte hour last night Bryan
had not replied to the mediators aa
to the appointment of American delegates. The length ot the envoya' conference with Secretary Bryan led to
the belief that some ot the crucial
questions were being approached.
At the same time the military aspect of the situation became Increasingly prominent again. General Funs-toreported renewed demands by the
who Mexican federal outposts for the sur- of--

Mua-koare-

matatías of

Pique, Ohio,- -" I would be Tory tn
I fallad to Kv L.ydia

grateful if

for

debednesa for militia operations snd
reloped during ' this
other matters mentioned In the govthat our law are
trial
ernor's call convening the' special ses- rilaptitee. It
rood
sion.
cltliena mui
nil
Representative J. H. S lattery of
Of
was chosen speaker of the
here
House, fallowing a caucus of forty
Democratic members.
ll Id
Governor Amnions' message, delivered verballyi to the Joint session of
must
dents
Vivian.
the House and Senate, amplified matf sny
a. are
The Constitutionalist leaders at El ters contained In bla call. He said:
Paso, Tex., are convinced that Victo"Mr. President. Mr. Speaker. Member
of tha Nineteenth Oeneral Assembly.
never
riano Muerta Is ready to step down
state
"Izedles and Oatvtleitien
and out under pressure from his
we
a
right
have
that
ses"You are called In extraordinary
supporters, who, with an ac- sion
it our
"Having been led t
In response to the demands of a
trtherI
curacy of knowledge, denied the critica! situation In the lite of our
led.
you
masses In Mexico, regard complete state. Heavy duties have prevented
ae de- 1 reme
message,
my
a
writingand
rebel success as Inevitable.
t.
here today simply to make, a few sug- Hon.
authority ror legislation to conA new treatment for tuberculosis
gestions and to appeal for
such industrial discutes: and
which, in the opinion o( some or the In all that may appeal to you to be trol
hope that this suggestion will appeal
to you aa) bolnar proper and right, unprincipal experts In the disease, gives right.
"When the strife in the coal flelda der the clrcumatancee under which we
greater hope foe a cure than anything became
so great that the local authori- have been living during th past six
and months.
ties wert. unable toI cope with It were
yet discovered, was described to tha appealed
found there
for help.
IHatlee of State Ciaaard.
Academy of Medicine at Paris. The no funds provided either to pay the
"The National Guard Is net organnew method is the discovery of a troops or tnelr expenaes; I did not call ised
with machinery Intended to make
It a police force.
vouug Swiss biologist. Henry
It Is composer! in
large part wf untrained officers, of

aíen ver

As Lydia E. Pmkham's Veg- table Compound Dispelled
Backache, Headaches
and Dizziness.

ENTER
REFUSAL
TO
REBEL'S
TRUCE AND STUBBORN ATTITUDE CAUSE
the payment of the bills, and arrange
ror It In auch manner as shall aeem
to be wlas and Just to the Legislature.
"It la not out of place to suggeat to
In his communication to me has
Slate
leaked that the Oeneral Aaaemblv ahalt

General Assemblj
special session i
consider matters
strike, a proposed

A NEW WOMAN

GEN. CARRANZA
it

Joseph Caillaux, rho was re elected
to the Trench Chair ber of Deputies In
the general electto 1, has challenged
Pernand d'Alllleres the Liberal candidate against him. to fight a duel.
Dr. Edward Bryan of the American
Red Cross, who was capturad at Zacatecas by the command of Oeneral
Joaquin Maaa and sentenced to death
an a spy, was saved by an order
slgnd by Minister of War Blanquet.
Pope Plus divided the stale or
Washington into two dioceses, creating the eastern half of the state Into
the new diocese of ftptfkane. The west
em halt remains the diocese of Heat-tie- .
The new diocese ot El Paso was
'
created.
Homer Vivian, an Oklahoma youth
located on a ranch 1,600 miles up the
Amazon river In South America, was
killed by a boa constrictor, according
to a cable message received at
by his mother, Mrs. C. P.

FEELS LIKE

MEDIATORS BAR

ELECTED BY HOUSE AFTER BEBY CAUCUS.
ING SELECTED

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OP THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OP EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

SPEAKER

IS

son-in-la-

n

it

with a severe case of organic weakness.
I had baekaehe, pains in my hips and
brer my kidneys, headache, ditsineaa,
lassitude, had no energy, limbs ached
and I was always tired. I was hardly
I had taken
able to do my housework.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound on one other occasion, and it had
helped me so I took It again and It baa
built me up. until now I feel like a new
woman. You have my hearty content
to Use my name and testimonial in any
way and I hope it will benefit suffering
women.

"--

Mrs.

ORPHA TuBNSB, 481

a

Wayne St, Pique, Ohio.
Women who are suffering from those
distressing ills peculiar to their sex
should not doubt the ability of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to restore their health.

If you want special adrice
write to Lydia K. Pink ham Med(confidential) Lynn,
lain FHOIKVina Dtip.uB icine Co
lOIIUOr
Vera Cruz. No shots were fired, and Mass. Your letter will be opened,
the Mexicans retreated. General Funs-to- read and answered by a woman
after receiving information that and held in strict confidence.
UL

federal troops were moving artillery
down the railroad from tbe capital
toward Vera Crux, probably for General Gustavo Maas at Soledad, conferred with the ofHcers of the fleet
It waa arranged to land a number of
field pieces from the warships and
park them where tbey would be readily available.
General Funston voiced the prevailing spirit In military quarters In
inquiring as to what steps tbe United
States contemplated, in view of the
threatening situation.
Secretary Garrison conferred with
his military chiefs, but said no further orders had been given for the
movement of troops, and none are contemplated during the period or negotiations. The Fourth or Sixth brigade
of the Second division of the army,
with headquarters at Texas City, Is
ready, however, and could quickly go
If more trocps are needed.
Word that Huerta was In desperaba
traits came from many quarters. One
dispatch from a foreign minister at
Mexico City said briefly of Huerta,:
"Position desperate," but gave no details. Still another referred to the
doubtful attitude of the troops heretofore loyal to Huerta.
Information also came mat the
quarrels between General Blanquet,
minister of war, and Huerta, might
bring Blanquet to the front In the
event of Huerta's fall, much as Huerta
rose on the collapse of the Madero
regime and the Felix Diaz movement.
The South American mediators held
three sessions during the day and
night, announcing through Secretary
Bryan that General Huerta had designated D. Emilio Rabees, an eminent
Mexican Jurist; Auguetln Rodriguez,
and LuIb Elguro as his delegates to
confer with the mediators.
In a telegram to General Carranza,
the mediators announced that in view
of his refusal to agree to an armistice
with General Huerta, they withdrew
their Invitation to him to send a personal representative to participate In
the mediation negotiations.
OLNEY

HEADS

BANK BOARD.

Five Members Chosen to Rule Nation
al Finance System Under New
Law.

Washington. President Wilson has
selected the five men, who. together
WILL NOT CONFER WITH UNION. with the secretary of the treasury, W.
O. McAdoo, and the comptroller of the
Colorado Operators Wire Wilson Re- currency John Skelton Williams, are
to compose the federal reserve board.
fusal to Meet Mine Workers'
Officials.
Tbe five to whom the Prestdent has
Denver, May S. Coal operators rep- offend places are:
resenting twenty of the larger compaRichard Olney of Boston, secretary
nies In the state, exclusive of the Colo- of state under President Cleveland, to
rado Fuel & Iron Company, Joined in be governor of the board.
a telegram to President Wilson rePaul Morltz Warburg of New York,
fusing absolutely to meet representa
member of the banking firm of Kuhn,
tives ot the United Mine Workers ot Loeb At Company.
Harry A. Wheeler of Chicago, vice
America to arbitrate the strike.
The operators declare they are act president or Union Trust Company of
ing independently or John D. Rocke- - Chicago.
W. P. 0. Harding of Birmingham,
reller, and the ceusure that has beon
directed against him Is unjust, aa the Ala., president of the First National
state operators have taken their stand Bank or Birmingham.
Dr. Adolph Caspar Miller of Ban
agalnat the union orflcials without
reference to tbe course tallowed by Francisco, assistant to Secretary Lane
Itnckefeller or officials or the Colorado of the Interior Department, and Flood,
professor of finance In the University
Fuel a Iron Company.
of California.
National Ouard Nearly All Withdrawn.
Denver, May 5. With the exception
Army En Route to Wlngate.
ot twenty infantrymen under Captain
HI Paso. May 5. The 3,000 men of
Dorn in the Oak Creek field in Routt
Mexican Federal army, accomcounty, all of the atate troops have the
panied by 1,900 women and children,
been withdrawn frdin the strike zone which have been Interned at Fort
Colonel Verdeckberg and the troops Bliss
since they crossed the Internaloned at I.udlow were sent to thi
tional
border after suffering defeat by
homes ami the troops In the
the Constitutionalists at OJlnaga and
field are also relieved from d
In charge by United
were
tain Dorn at Oak Creek is to be re States taken
troops, were entrained for Fort
intoned hy twenty men from the Wlngate, N. M. Three
secClenwood Springs company. Of the tions,
carrying approximately 2,000
C0Q guardsmen on duty last week,
Federal soldiers, left Monday and
loss than fifty now remain.
tour more sections will depart today.

WhyT
Alden has reached the "Why" age
It isn't always easy to answer the
whys. One day be lay on the floor
with his eyes shut
"Am I asleep, mother?" he asked.
'Tou know you aren't" said his

mother.
"Well. I'm lying down; my eyes are
chut why ain't I asleep?"

Important to flothera

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It

(jffi&!Z&U

Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatoria
Why?

Edith Why didn't you tell me you
had that seat painted yesterday,
papa?
Father Why, what happened?
Edith Why, Freddy and I sat down
on It last night and Freddy got paint
all over the back of his coat and
trousers!
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
tiny granules, easy to take as
candy. Adv.
Sugar-coate-

Many a girl thinks a fellow Is a
man attar her own heart when he Is
really after her money.
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers.
Adv.

Judging by what some girls face
the parson with they must hate to
work for a living.
Putnam Fadeless
satisfaction. Adv.

Dyes

If you have lived long,
lived wisely.

guarantee
you have

Have You a Bad Back ?
Does your back ache night and day,
making work a burden and rest impossible? Do you suffer stabbing, darting
pains when stooping or lifting? Most
bad backs are due to hidden trouble in
the kidneys and if the kidney secretions
are scant or too frequent of passage,
proof of kidney trouble is complete. Delay may pave the way to serious kidney
ilia For bad backs and weak kidneys
use Doan's Kidoey Pills recommended
the world over.
A KANSAS C ASE
CbarUa Cola. 104
N. Buekeye Street,

lola, Kan., aaya:
"My back waa ac
weak and painful
that tha laast exertion
ruada ma
mlaarabla. liy feet
and llmba awallad
sad tha kidney
aecretlone
aoant and filiad
with aedlment.
I
I
wa
awful
ahepe.
when
frlamd recommended Doata'a Kidney
Pills. Thar belpad
ma from tbe flrat
ajad I kept on un
til 1 waa cured."
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For Handy Bous and
Girls to Make and Do
(Copyrttta by A. Nedy Hall)

THE SAME OF RING TO88.

AN UMBRELLA

PLAY TENT.

By A. NKELY HALL.
By DOROTHY PERKINS.
Ton will all declara this (me tu
Every girl cannot own a play house,
be jolly tun, once you have played It, perhaps, but she may have a pretty
and a It require only Imple ap- little tent that will do nearly as wall
paratus that la eaally and quickly to play housekeeping in, and the
made.
beauty of the Idea is that she doea
There la a target consisting of nine
pine, arranged upon the ground In
rows of three pins each, and there
ara three rings. Bach player In turn
tries to toss the rings over the target
pina. The pins hear numbers, aa you
will see by Fig. 1, and these numbers
ara used In determining the scores.
The pin In the exact center counts 26
points, the four corner pins ccint 15
points apiece, and the remaining pins
10 points apiece.
Nails 3 or 4 Inches long should be
used for the pins. Four-Incnails are
the better length If you can get them.
The ground would not hold these pins
firmly enough, if they were driven directly into it, so you must drive a
Tnr UMBntLLA Plv Tentstake Into the ground in tho proper
position tor each pin, and then drive
not have to depend upon father or
brother to fix up the tent, for she can
easily do the work herself, and, not
only that, she can also make the tent
by following the simple directions given below.
Figure 1 shows the home-madtent
and Fig. 2 is a view of it partly comwan
pleted. A large umbrella Is needed
for the top. This makes a pleasing
roof, which gives the
tent a touch of elegance. It does not
Injure an umbrella In the least to use
it for the tent; still, if you can find
an old one that Is not badly broken,
it may be well to take It, because
there might be such a thing as some
one piercing it with a pointed stick;
then, too, by using an umbrella that
has been discarded. It will not be
necessary to take down the tent on
rainy days when every available umbrella is needed. A chair Is required
to support the umbrella handle, sevsheets or old draperies are needthe nails into their tops (Fig. 2). First eral
locate on the ground the places for ed for the walls, and some clothesthe pins, by drawing three parallel
lines 6 inches apart, and then crossing these at right angles with three
other parallel lines 6 inches apart.
The Intersections of the lines will be
the positions for the pins. Cut the
stakes 6 or 8 Inches long, and drive
them down in the proper places so
their tops will be even with or a trifle
below tiie surface.
Cut nine squares of cardboard from
a cardboard box for the score numbers, and letter the numbers upon
them with a soft pencil or a small
brush and washing bluing. Make the
figures large and heavy so they will
be easy to distinguish from a distance
(Fig. 3). Fasten the score numbers
2 tlow iMt Umbrella is Supported-oby driving the nail pins through them
a Chain Back
(Fig. 2).
The rings are made from ends of line or heavy wrapping twine for
tomato cans or other preserving cans, braces.
The tent may be placed in the back
yard, on the porch, or in the playroom.
The first thing to do Is to
fasten the end of the umbrella handle to the chair back, by strapping it
to the cross bars with heavy twine
in the manner illustrated In Fig. 2.
The twine braces for the walls are
fastened to the tips of the umbrella
ribs, and the best way to attach them
is by using needle and thread and
sewing them to the little eyes in the
tips. The lower ends of the braces
should be tied to stakes driven Into
the ground. If the tent is placed in the
yard, or to carpet tacks, thumb tacka.
or wall push-pin- s
driven into the
floor, if the tent is placed upon the
play-rooporch or in a
In order to
make the tent wider at ita bottom,
the braces are slanted away from the
a
3
umbrella aa in the illustration. Twen- not the smooth ends, but the ends
having the small circular pieces soldered Into them (Fig. 4). If the end
of the cans have been soldered on,
which Is the usual method, It is only
necessary to place the cans one at a
flame for a mintime In a
ute. This will melt the solder, and If
the end does not drop off of Itself, it
will knock off easily by giving its edge
a blow with a hammer. The little
I J
disk in the center of the end will also
II
drop out, with the melting of the bolder which holds it in place, and your
completed ring dlak will look like
h

e

dome-shape-

d

gas-burn-

Lite

Fig.

6.

3- - How the Chair legs are
A variation of the game of ring-tos- s
can be had by using the small centers
Enclosed to form a cupboard
from the ends of the tin cans, and substituting open cans for the pina (Fig. ty
inches la a great enough slant. To
get the right position for the stakes
or tacks, first allow the braces to
hang straight, to the ground, or floor,
after fastening the upper ends to the
umbrella ribs; then measure twenty
inches away from the points where
the braces touch the ground or floor.
The cloth covering of the sides of
the tent may be pinned to the edge
of the umbrella, and to the braces
Figure 1 shows how the covering
opens on one side, and how one brace
is omitted, to make a doorway.
The lower portion of the chair support is made into a cupboard by en?). Different sizes of cans and flower closing the legs on three sides with
cloth, aa shown In Fig. 3, and boards
Vols may be used.
A line from which to tosa the rings placed across the chair rounds form
or disks should be marked upon the shelves. This will be a splendid cupground 10 feet away from the target. board to keep your dishes in.

this constitution gives to man or oto-sebe altered.
MEXICANS
Article XVI. This article establishes
the principle that the family and domicile are Inviolable, except for the purof arrest ander a warrant from
HAVE FOUGHT FOR poses
a proper court expressing the charge.
Article XVII. No one shall be arrestad or Imprisoned for debts of a purely
Agrarian Democracy Hat Been civil character. No one shall exercise
violence to claim his rights.
The
the Aim of the Peon Class
courts will always be ready for the
administration Of Justice. This will
for Past Century.
be free, the coats belug abolished.
Article XXYTI. Private property shall
not be takin without the consent of
STRUGGLE STILL GOING ON the owner,
except in caae of public
utility, and by Just payment therefor.
Religious corporations or institutions,
Position of Revolutionists and Constino matter of what denomination,
tution of 167 for Whloh They
character, durability or purpose, and
civil corporations when under the patStand, Set Forth In Book by
ronage, direction or superintendency
Señor de Lara.
of religious institutions, or ministers
In the confusion and lack of exact of any cult, shall not have the legal
Knowledge that attend the embrogllo capacity to acquire or manage any
with Mexico the big Issue that has real estate except the buildings whloh
moved the Mexican people to revolt ara used Immediately and directly for
against Huerta haa been lost sight of the services of the said Institutions;
neither will the law recognise any
or is not known to most Americans.
What the people of Mexloo have mortgage on any property held by
fought for from the first war of In- these institutions.
Article XXVIII. State and church
dependence, and what they are fightCongress cannot
ing for now under Carransa and Villa ara independent
la the right to buy and till farms. make any law establishing or forbidFor a hundrsd years the peon olaas ding any religion.
The practical abrogation of the conhaa wagged a continuous struggle to
achieve agrarian democracy.
Time stitution under Días and Huerta haa
after time the revolution haa been resulted In the building up of a privicarried to the verge of success, and leged class and the cruel exploitation
time after time the Mexican ruling Of the people. Vast territories have
The
elaaa has invoked foreign Intervention passed Into private ownership.
disinherited peon has become the virla order to prolong its power.
All this and a great deal more Is tual slave of the land owners, and
made elear in a book Just published freedom haa been a privilege purchased from the government by those
by Doubleday, Page & Co., "The Mexican People; Their Struggle for Free- who bad the means.
These are the conditions that De
dom," by L. Gutierres de Lara and
Bdgcomb Pinchón.
It is frankly a Lara pictures, and it is to end them
statement of the position of the rev- the present fight of the constitutionolutionists, and shows why they be- alists is waging.
lieve American Intervention in Mexloo at the present time would only
FORCED TO BUY PROTECTION
bring about more loss of life and
worse conditions in the long run.
Refugees Arriving st Vers Cruz Tsll
Señor de Lara has much to say
of Paying Money to Husrta'e
about the constitution of 1857, that
Soldiers.
has been ruthlessly set aside by successive governments, and he gives
Vera Cruz. Sixty-thremembers of
a digest of that Instrument, the heads the Medina colony in the state of
of whloh follow:
Oaxaca are among the refugees who
Article 1. The Mexican people recoghave arrived here They were held
nise that the rights of men are the two days In Cordoba and report they
foundation and the purpose of social were well treated, except that they
Institutions. In consequence they pro- were obliged to sleep on the floors of
claim that all the laws and authorities
the barrscks. They were relieved of
of the country must respect and sus- guns, but not of the scanty belongings
tain the warranties stipulated by this which they were able to bring with
constitution.
Item.
Article II. In the republic every one
J. W. Elliott, a locomotive engineer,
Is bom free.
The slaves who step was In Tierra Blanca when news of
Into the national territory recover their the occupation of Vera Cruz reached
freedom by this mere fact, and have him. With his wire and
he
the right of the protection of the law. started for Cordoba underchildren
guard of
Article III. All education Is free. Mexican soldiers.
Cordoba, tho
The law will determine which profes- guards said they wereAt hungry
and desion needs a diploma for Ita exermanded f0 pesos on the threat to surcise, and what requisites are to be
render Elliott and his family to a
fulfilled.
bowling mob which surrounded the
This fundamental principle was
station and filled the streets.
later amplified to make education uniThe money was paid and Elliott and
versal, free,
and comhis family were marched more than a
pulsory.
Article IV. Every man Is free to mile through the streets to the baradopt the profession, trade, or work racks, hounded all the way by the
They were kept In the barracks
that suits him, it being useful and mobs.
honest; and to enjoy the product six days, during the first two of which
crowds surrounded the place demandthereof.
Article V. No man shall be com- ing their lives. On two occasions
pelled to work without his plain con- members of the mob forced their way
sent and without Just compensation. Into the barracks and except for the
The state will not permit to become efforta of the colonel and two other
effective any contract, pact or agree- officers Elliott and his family would
undoubtedly have been killed. Toward
ment with the purpose of the curtailment, the loss or the irrevocable sac- the end of their stay the demonstrar
rifice of the liberty of any man, may Hons ceased to a large extent.
Manager Boyd of the Motzorongc
the cause be for personal labor, education, or religious vows. The law in Hacienda, when he arrived at Cordoconsequence does not recognize mon- ba, waa forced by the federal guards
astic orders, and will not permit their to pay 1,050 pesos tor protection
establishment, no matter what may be through the streets to the Jal!.
Circulars containing the words"Kll)
the denomination or purpose for which
the Gringo s" and urging the people
they pretend to be established. Neither will be permitted a contract or to rise and massacre the prisoners
agreement by which a man makee a were posted about Cordoba.
One of the refugees who have arpact for his proscription or exile.
Article VI. The expression of ideaa rived here from the interior Is F. W.
I.ehmer, a ranch manager from
shall not be subjected to any Judicial
whose home Is in Omaha aud
or governmental prosecution except
who waa on bis way to Vera Crus for
in cases of attack upon the public
morality, the rights of a third party, a visit, not knowing of the developments here. He was picked up at
or the prevention of a crime or a disTierra Blanca by federal soldiers.
turbance of public order.
"1 waa placed with ten others in a
Article VII. The liberty of writing
and publishing writings upon any mat- train which was standing overnight.
ter ia Inviolable. No previous censor- surrounded by a mob which continuship nor Imposition of bonds upon the ally threatened to attack us," he said.
writers nor the publishers for the pur- "The guards ate up everything availpose of curtailing the freedom of the able on the train, compelling us to go
press can be established by any law hungry. At every station up to Coror authority, such freedom being re- doba, on the following day, similar
stricted to respect of private life, mor- crowds looted the train and threatened
as.
als and public business.
"While being taken through the
Article VIII. This deals with the
right of petition to the government. streets of Cordoba a squad of young
Article IX. This gives the right of volunteers who had Just been presented with a flag swept down upon
assembly.
Article X. This establishes the right us and tried to run us down. This hapof every man to possess and carry pened at the corner where the muarms for his safety and legitimate nicipal palace Im located or otherwise
we would not have escaped as well aa
defense.
Article XI. This deals with Immigra- we did. Aa It waa, I waa hit on the
tion to the country and other traveling head with a flagstsff and a man walkboth from the country and into the ing beside me was struck on the head
with a rock. His scalp waa badly out.
same.
"It waa due to the fine conduot of
Article XII. This establish
the Invalidity of all titles of nobility, pre- the Mexican colonel that we ever
rogatives and hereditary huno.
reached the palace. He rushed from
Article XIII In the Mexican Repub- the door with s squad of police and
lic no one shall be subjected to prisoldiers and plunged Into the crowd,
vate laws nor special courts. No man scattering them and surrounding us.
or corporation shall enjoy fueros or
"Later we were put in the penitenreceive emoluments unless they be a tiary, and for six days we slept on the
compensation for public services and stone flagging. There were two worn
en in the party, one with a Uttle baby.
already fixed by law.
Article XIV. Thle establishes the We were allowed to send out and buy
principle that no one shall be tried by blankets, and managed to get enough
to eat, such as It was.
retroactive laws.
"Monday we were placed on a
Article XV. No treaties can be made
for the extradition of political offend
train and brought down to Soledad.
era; neither for those criminals whose We spent that night on the tracks.
crime was committed in a country Thora waa one passenger coach left
where they had been slaves; neither for us and in this the Women and
oaa a treaty or agreement be made by children elept, the reat of us sleeping
which the warranties or rights that on the ground.''
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Jimmle's Bright Idea Worked
Time, but Finally Ended
Disaster.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

for a
In

PEOPLE

"What do you mane by writing mo
that my Jlmmie can't paas into ihe
next gradeT" stormed an Irate female,
Wt rn Nrwipapor tlnlon ttw
Las Cruces had a clean-uday May bursting into the principal's room.
r
"An' after him doln' such grand work
A larre acreage of corn is being all the year."
"Why, Mrs. Flaherty," replied tbe
planted In the Pecos valley.
teacher, "you must know better than
A number of rattlesnake
have been
that I've sent you bis report carda
killed near nnd around Avalon.
every month, and you know that his
Much mohair moved from Cloud-crof- t marks have been nearly all 'Da.' "
during the past few days, being
"Indade they hoT, and ylt you any
shipped to Boston.
I don't understand It,
he can't pass.
A. 8. Klrkpatrick, of the state
mum."
office, returned to Santa Fé
"I am afraid you don't understand
from a
trip on his motor- our system of marking. D moans de- -

art.

engl-ntjr'-

s

500-mil- e

cycle.
Land

flcienL you know."

"Sure I don't know phat that may
Commissioner R. P. Ervlen
turned over to the state treasurer a be, mum, but Jlmmie told me all about
check for $28,841.97 from land sales the letters.
Sure l Is dandy, 'C la
corking, 'B' la bum, an' 'A' la awful
for the month of April
Governor McDonald has Issued or- an' he's got 'C's' an' 'D's' Ivery month."
Harper's Magaalne.
ders transferring Sergeant Ray Sena
from the hospital corps to company
L, First Infantry national guard.
RED, ROUGH
HANDS MADE
Dr. C. M. Light after eighteen
SOFT AND WHITE
years service bh head of the Silver
City Normal school has resigned to
For red, rough, chapped and bleeddevote his time to other pursuits.
ing hands, dry, fissured. Itching, burnThe Las Vegas Odd Fellows proping palms, and painful finger-ends- ,
annierly celebrated the ninety-fiftCutí-cur-a
with shapeless nails, a
versary of the founding of the order
treatment works wonders. Diwith a banquet and entertainment.
rections: Soak the hands, on retiriThe dog poisoner is abroad In Las ng, in hot water and Cuticura Soap.
Vegas and. quite a number of valuable Dry, anoint with Cuticura Ointment
animals have been lost the best dogs and wear soft bandages or old, loos
as usual falling a prey to the brute. gloves during tbe night These pure,
The forest service announces tho sweet and gentle emollients .preserve
completion of a telephone line through the hands, prevent redness, roughness
the Manzano national forest to Placl-ta- and chapping, and Impart In a single
and to Cuba In the Jcmez forest. night that velvety softness and whiteness so much desired by women. For
Travelers from the Pecos prulse those whose occupations tend to Inmost highly the work being done by jure the hands, Cuticura Soap and Cuthe state engineer's department on ticura Ointment are wonderful.
the road between Santa Fé and
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
Glorieta.
throughout the world. Sample of each
Felix Salcldo of Dona Ana county free, with 32-Skin Book. Address postnnd Pedro Perea of Espinosa, Socor- card "Cuticura. Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
ro county, have been restored to citizenship by an order of Governor WilThe Trimmer.
liam C. McDonald.
"The late Bishop Bowman," said
There Is considerable mining ac- a Philadelphia minister, "once retivity over in the vicinity of White buked ray too soft and conciliatory
Oaks. Lincoln county, according to leanings by telling me a story about
Judge John Y. Hewitt, a well known a Uttle girl.
r
"This little girl, it seems, hsd writof that camp.
The state highway commission at ten with great pains a composition
Snnta Fé passed a resolution author- on the cow. The composition ran aa
izing the state treasurer to advertise follows:
" 'The cow is a very useful animal. '
for bids on the entire $5(0,00() of Now
"That evening the bishop dined at
Mexico slate highway bonds.
girl's house, and her mother,
The county commissioners in ses- the little
was a very little girl, insince
she
sion Bt Tucumcart called an election
to take place June 27th to determine deed, was proud of the composition,
requested Its author to read it
the question as to the establishment and
aloud.
of a county high school at the county
"The little girl got her manuscript
neat.
but, instead of reading it as It stood,
According to the plans Just ap- she amended it on the bishop's behalf
proved by tho district forester, every so that it ran:
Important timber sale In Arizona and
" 'The cow Is the most useful aniNew Mexico is to be Inspected by mal there Is except religion.' "
members of the district force before
July I.
Joke on John Burns.
Deputy U. 8. Marshal Baca served a
Mr. John Burns always had a stock
warrant on Benjamin F. Brown assist- of good stories. Gne he tells conant postmaster at Mosquero, following cerns a visit he once paid to a London
an indictment handed down recently lunatic asylum. He was taken all over
by the federal grund Jury. Mr. Brown the eatabliahment and finally arrived
gave bond.
at the gardens, where a number of
Mr.
Alamogordo Is strictly up to date. the patients were working.
The town has ordered a $3,000 auto Burns espied among these a man with
nose wagon and chemical engine for whom he had some slight acquaintthe use of the volunteer fire depart- ance, and was about to epeak to him
ment which will give Alamogordo fire when the lunatic exclalned:
"Well, I never! You, too! The very
protection.
person I thought to see here."
last
According to Judge B. S. Rodey of
Albuquerque, It will be next to Im"Movies" and Monotony.
possible to secure woman's suffrage In
Stranger (in Hlckville "Lire In
New Mexico for the nfxt quarter of a
century, even under the "Blue Ballot" this burg must be kind of monotonous,
isn't it?" Hotelkeeper "Used to be a
amendment.
little that way, but two weeks ago the
Senator Isaac Rnrth of Albuquerque manager of our theater started to
snys the Spanish-Americacitizen of change the pictures twice a week."
New Mexico la not only loyal to the Puck.
SUirs and Stripes, but that all traditions of the native people lead them
HAPPY NOW
to give enthusiastic allegiance to the
Family of Twelve Drink Postum.
one-nig-

s

flag.

"It certainly has been a blessing la
our home" writes a young ludy In regard to Postum.
"I am one of a family of twelve,
degree murder at Tucumcarl. This car- who, before using Postum, would make
a healthy person uncomfortable by
ries the death penalty.
their complaining of headache, dizziAlamogordo has already begun to ness, sour
stomach, etc., from drinking
perfect plans for a Fourth of July coffee.
celebration, the matter being taken up
"For years
from
vigorously by the Commercial Club, palpitation of mother suffered headthe heart, sick
which plans to pull off the biggest ache and bad
stomach and at times
stunt that ever happened.
would be taken violently 111. About a
The largest private irrigation proj- year ago aha quit coffee and began
ect at present under consideration In Postum.
"My brother waa troubled with
N4w Mexico is that of United States
Senator Fall and his father-in-law- ,
M. headaohe and dizziness all the time
T. Everhardt. The water is to be he drank coffee. All those troubles of
taken from Three rivers and calls for my mother and brother have disapthe reclamation of 10,7110 acres at a peared since Postum has taken Cha
place of coffee.
of $12!.000.
"A sister waa ill nearly all her Ufo
The faculty for tbe summer seswith headache and heart trouble, and
sion of the New Mexico Normal Uni- about ail she
carid for was coffee and
versity has b. on announced by Dr. tea. The doctors told her she must
Frank il. Roberts, president. This leave them alone, aa medicine did her
list includes several instructors who no permanent good.
have not taught at the Normal before,
"She thought nothing would take
but Is considered by Dr. Roberts an the place of coffee until we induoed
excellent company
of teachers to her to try Postum. Now her troubles
are ail gone and she Is a happy little
carry on the summer work.
enjoying life as people
At a meeting held In the rooms of woman
should."
the Chamber of Commerce at
Name given by the Postum Co, Batan organization to bo known
as the Sau Juan Beekeepers' Associa- tle Creek, Mich.
Postum now comee in two forms:
tion waa formed and G. W. I,awrence
Regular Postum
must be well
was elected president and J. C. Smith
boiled. ISo and 25c package.
sefcretary-treasurer- .
Instant Postum Is a soluble powIn order to protect irrigation canals der. A teaapoonful
dissolves quickly
and other property along the Arizona in a cup of hot water and. with cream
border, two companies of state militia and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
were ordered by Governor Hunt to Instantfy. lOo and 60c tins.
proceed to Yuma. The commanding
The coat per cup of both kind la
oflcer at Port Huachuca, Aria., waa about the same.
also authorized to sand a troop or
"There's a Reason' for Postum
cavalry by rail to Yuma.
old by Grocers.
In the case of Caria
for Ihe killing of Constable
Dudley Anderson last December near
San Jon, returned a verdict of first

The Jury
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Not Civilized
An American manufacturer who has lonjf lived i
Mexico, has the following to say about that nation th;i
has hitherto not been known by the people of America:
"Of the natives that have the wherewith almost a
end their sons and daughters to the states to be educated.
The mothers would rather marry t their daughters off to
gringoes than to natives; the fathers would also, but hesiNO.
tate to be as outspoken about it as their wives. When the
per quart
country is upset, all those that can, send their families to
the states for protection, rebels as well as federals. In the
rural districts it is always to the gringo that the native These inks are a guaranteed product, it flows freely, does not gum
and is made for a high and dry climate, "it's All Writ,"
goes when he needs money for a funeral, a marriage, or
birth of a child. Neither the nearby rich farmer, store-keeje- Globe-WernicOffice Furniture and Supplies
official, priest or padre, will help him in his hour of
need. The padre will see him live ten years with a wom- Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Secan and not yet married to her and will yet refuse the ceretional Book Cases and Unifiles
mony until the necessary ten pesos comes up first. The
rich farmer or storekeeper will never have in the. house any

AVISO

1

r,

ordinary emergency medicines or remedies for scorpion or
snake bites or for anything else. But they all know that
Mr. Gringo can be depended on to have something, and to
hand it out to any native that needs it, whether he has had
trouble with that native or not, and without paying for it.
And yet these selfsame natives, rich and poor, will lambast
the gringo, on general pnciples if they have no specific occasion for complaining."
This is the true state of affairs of Mexico and her natives. Her people are not civilized and will not be as long
as the present condition of chaos is not overthrown by
some foreign power. Mexico is not to le compared with
barbaric China; China is civilized where Mexico is the most
uncivilized people, with few exceptions, on the aglobe. It
is time that President Wilson was changing his views on
the question of dealing with a civilized nation.

ke

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,

Carbons and Typewriting Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms
Brushes, etc.,

Cimarron Publishing Company
News Local
Meals at all hours are served at

Weber's Restaurant and bakery.

It is reported that 15 inches of
snow fell in parts of the Moreno
Valley last week during the storm.
No loss of cattle is reported as the
public
reading
that
the
among
prevalent
rule
It is as a
was in good shape.
stock
a
whenever
a paper resorts more or less to lies and that
statement is made through its columns it cannot be dependAll branches of the dental art
ed on for what it is worth and intended. Should the News
practiced. Dr. Locke.
carefully
not
be
many papers do not prevaricate it would

that

adhering to the truth. It is a physical impossibility for
any paper to give the truth in every article; the publisher
is not omniscient nor omnipresent, he is human, and in a
great many instances more human than the party from
whom he receives the news.
The publisher who lets untruths creep into his paper,
either for a pecuniary benefit or malicious intent is more
despised by his fellow members of the craft thau by the
public. Too often such publishers do not base their assertions on facts, but on the monetary gain they have.
The time is here right now where criterions that
would prosper must of necessity state the truth to le read
by the public, who compose the jury. This is especially
trve when politics are at an issue.

Ri C. Hunter arrived Monday
evening from southern California
where he has spent the past six
months selling agencies lor a new
perfected burner in which he is in-

terested.
Messrs. E. C. Sperry, F. M.
Williams and H. Heitzmanjwere
flood bound in Cimarron the last
of the week, having returned from
Taos in a car during the floods.
Tbey departed Saturday for Raton
and Trinidad.
High grade dentistry

is my pro-

Postmaster General Burleson is imbued with the idea fession. All work guaranti ed. Dr.
lines should tie owned by the Locke.
that the postal
lines. In New Mexico
telephone
all
the
also
government,
is a big item the
taxes
of
Fred Brooks boarded No. 10 at
for instance where
Maxwell, Sunday bound for New
public does not care to relinquish taxable property
property. The government does not pay tax- York City to purchase noodi for
summer and fall trade. Miss Mares, and here's a Stetson hat that would Mr. Burleson own
garet brooks accompanied him as
property in this state he would both see and feel the point far as Minneapolis where she will
as many others here do,
visit with relatives a tew weeks.
and-telegra-
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IKON

ioatly Gift by Arabian Tribe Not
cial and Goes Begging

Offi-

in London.
A

mother-of-pear-

l

Ikon of

"Lord's Last Supper," almost
Identical to that presented to the en
peror of Ruanla by the sultan of Turkey as a peace offering on the out
break of the late war with Italy, Is In
London awaiting a claimant. It was
lestliied for King George, but because
It Is not an official gift It cannot be
presented to him, and, since no one
Hse has a right to accept it, the ikon
malas without a master.
7'he sultan ordered the Kobl. an
rabian tribe celebrated for Its met her
work, to make an ikon of the
Supper" for presentation
'Lord's
.0 the Russian emperor.
One of the
members of the tribe, who had served
n the British army, Insisted that it
would be the grossest discourtesy to
his royal master if a similar gift was
lot made for King George.
When the Russian gift was finished
iie agents of the sultan paid for it and
carried It away, but the Kobl tribesmen did not know how to send the
replica to King George. It was Anally
taken to Sir John Gray Hill of Liverpool, who maintains a winter home on
the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem
Lady UU1 paid the tribesmen for their
work and brought the Ikon to London
Uto

President
ducted
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din 5 de Msyo.
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The Retail Merchants Association has through

repre-

Washington introduced a bill in congress
sentatives
which embodies a clause asking congress to levy a tax on
the large mail order houses that are doing a business in every state in the union. The bill is a just one and should it
pass, which undoubtedly it will, local merchants can rest
assured that il will be of much benefit to them in the future. The mail order houses do not contribute towards
upbuilding the state and there seems to be no plausible
reason why they should not lie doing so.
in

A gentle murmur is appropriate at this time. Other
towns in the state have had one or more cleanup days this
spring and it is not asking too much in expecting a similar

Eddie Scherrer resigned his position with the National Garage in
Raton last week to accept a similar position with a firm in Santa
Fe. He has many friends here
who wish him success in his new
chosen field of labor.

MATKIN

Perhaps you have not thougl
;pted time to do something t
ight 6n thi
over in Cimarrx
In the event that Hue

is the

Magoon left the Cuban treasury with
less money than he found In IL
The federal departments had been
r rammed with the heelers and follow
era of various political leaders who
profited from this vast Uscal prosper
Ity, and the heelers and follower
worked Into the nay roll their own
heelers and followers, and so on down
the list.
The
umber of persons
whose working
tltude was feet on
desk grew appi
igly large. Holding
office was a ge
el and lucrative oc-- :
cupation requi
no talent except
political perspli
ty and deference to
one's political
jftain.
All administrations In Cuba as well
as in the United States are expected
to make changes in the personnel of
government upon assuming office, but
Senor Menocal han violated all the
rules. To many of the vacancies created by the official headsmen he appointed no one at all. Reduction of
the force is his policy. This la held
to work a double hardship on politicians who confidently believed that
their working days were over on the
day of their appointment. The dismissed ones now face want. The fortunate ones who remained are obliged
to perform more work. The desperation of the aituatlon really requires no
further comment, but It Is being luridly discussed In the cantlnss of Havana where the ousted congregate.
Mario Menocal la a failure, they
He will not last, tbey hope.
The Spanish language lends Itself
beautifully to their mood
Such a
situation at Washington or a state

NOTICE

The Vermejo Ranch having been made
a game and fish preserve under the laws
of the State of New Mexico, and as it desirable to preserve and ulerease the game
and fish thereon, notice is hereby given
loaf no permits for shooting or fishing will
be iatued for the next three years.
William H. Rartleti.
AVISO
El Rancho de Vermejo es un preservo
de caza y pescado bajo las leyes del estado
de Nuevo Mexico y como queren preservar y acrecentar la caza y los pescados dan
aviso áqui que no darán permiscios para
azar por tres aooíT
William H. Hartlett.

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture

in
Colfax county, whether for the purpose ot
bunting, fishing, pulling wild fruit, or cot-tifire wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
the full extent of the law.
(Sigqed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
for W. S. Land & Cattle Co.

ng

El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
yaza, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o co
tat macera seca o oara cualesquieraotiee.
fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament
c aquellos que asi traspasarenseran prose- cutados al lleno de la ley.
Por (Primado)
WILLIAM FRENCH.
la Cumplían de Reces del W. S.

NOTICE

Whereas, our ranch situated on the
headwatérs of the Costilla River. Taos
county. New Mexico, having been made a
game and tish preserve nnder the laws ot
the State of New Mexico, known as "The
Costilla Game and Fish Preserve" and
Whereas, the object of said game and fish
preserves being tor the protection of game
and fish and their increase, therefore, notice is hereby given that no permits for
hunting, shooting or fishing, will be issued
during the next three years.
The Adams Cattle Company,
Hy H. W. Adams. General MaWer.

COLLEGE jOB FOR ROOSEVELT
Washington and Jefferson Reported
to Be Ready to Make Offer to
A strong report has
Washington.
gained circulation that
Roosevelt would bo offered the presidency of Washington and .lITVninn
college which will b vacated by Pre.

AVISO
Por cuanto nueslo rancho situado on la
President Mario Menocal.
calwzo del Rio Costilla. Candado de Taos,
capital would merely manifest the fa- Nuevo Mexico, es un preservo de casa y
miliar theory of partisan politics. At pescados bajo las leyes del estado de NueHavana it possesses a deeper slgnifi vo Mexico conosido por el nombre de "El
cauce, relating to the very life of the Preservo de caa y pescado de Costilla, "
republic.
y por cuanto el objecto de dicho
preservo-d- e
Cuba's debt Is now about $66,000,000.
caza y pescado es por el orotecion v el
The new 110,000.000 loan will be
del pescado.
Por esta
used largely to discharge obligations j razou dan
aviso que 00 darán permicios
para cazar durante tres saos.
acrao-ntamient- o

É

A
September

NdL,

28. Iv00,

until January

27,

isoa.
Of couise It is not easy to keep a
surplus In the Cuban treasury. The
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Japan's Only Hope it War With
America.

Given by Navy League
Urgec Support.

Economic Necessity Will Force Japa
nese Into Territorial Expansion
Czar Await Hostilities That
Will Give Him a Chance
New York. H
huge force In

ana)
Eyesight Can Be Srengtlrnrd. and Mort Fon
of Dñtasrd Eye, Sikcsitlully Treatrd
Without Cutting or Drugging

New
we wil
are res

Rear

good rubber boots to wear in the field. Your attention is called to the superior line we carry; the best
irrigation boots made, and the price is right.

snt

A

Our complete line

Working pants and overalls
that give durable service to
wearer, both in quality and
v
pnce, i ou winII need a pair.
The price is from
00
P
$4 down to

of Brown
Shoes are famous for their
quality and comfortable fit.

Shoes for every member of
the family at prices (PC 00
gf

from

PJ'

$2 to

a Is aald to

have
Mr. Daniels told members of the
jrn Siberia await-le- Navy league of the United States at
Japan la
their annual banquet that the brevity
power to and comprehensiveness of that state
lanchurla and
in Lbe last
ary Digest. Hut
aly peaceful and
em-oth-

broiled with sc
swoop down up
cover tho terri
war. says the
'span aeema he
the 8t. Petersburg Novoe V
ra. re-gsrdcd as a semiofficial organ, corana
out with an article showing Japan
bow mistaken Its peaceful attitude
realiy la. America la plainly pointed
out as the real enemy and Japan is
advised by friendly insinuation to retaliate for h'er rebuff in California and
to do something to repair her failure
la Mongolia by aspiring to the capture of the Philippines and Hawaii
This organ of the Kuasian govern-men- t
points out that Korea and Man
churla have not justified the expectations of Japan. While affording great
scope for the administrative abilities
of the Japanese, they offer but little
opportunity for the colonization of agricultural masses, which Is declared
to be that country's
most urgent
Japan, therefore, turns her
need.
vision toward the Philippines. Hawaii
and the Pacific coast of America,
where she is confronted with the docAs
trine, "America for Americana."
was to be expected, the organ of the
St. Petersburg burenucrrts condemns
the United States for our "violation"
of Japan's treaty tights, and suggests
to the latter that she cannot gain anything by diplomatic representations.
"The United States baa stopped the
Immigration of Asiática," It says, "the
Japaneae among them. Until recent
days Mexico was open to the latter,
whither the stream of Japaneae eml
gratlon has been turned. With the
completion of the Panama canal Mex
Ico will fall under the shadow of the
United States and the day Is not dls
tant when it will cease its independent political existence and at th
same time one of the promised lands
will be closed to Japan.

1

Dress Goods and Ladies' Wearing Apparel
The nobbiest lines ever shown here.

All grades, colors, makes and

Laces and Embroideries are carried in complete varieties,
and the prices are in conformity with good qualities and fabric.

styles.

Let us quote you our prices on your next bill of groceries.
We have none but the best and will give you entire satisfaction. Remember we, lead while others follow.
Royal Tailor Suits and Overcoats for spring and summer,
guaranteed all wool and perfect fit, from $15 to $30.

Whiteman

Rogers,

clash between the I'nlted States

"A

and Japan Is thus preparing Itself, de
spite the will and intentions of dlpio
mats. New lands suitable for the set
tlement of large, powerfal masses are
a vital necessity to Japan. Either
land or national death. Under such
conditions one can quite understand
the alarm which seises Japaneae society at the thought of the near opening of the Panama canal, which la to
Japan equivalent to the closing of tho
doorB of America.
"The 'American peri!" is now becoming a more vital problem
for
Japan than the 'yellow peril' ia for
Europe Having been carried away
by the chimerical struggle with Russia, the Japaneae statesmen wasted
the energies of the people and missed
a favorable moment for the strengthening of their Influence and authority

Co.

&

The Store of Good Values and Honest Merchandise

i

a

i

at points where their national instinct
Impelled them to go the Islands of
the Pacific ocean and the farther
shore. Now, Instead of direct action,
they have to console themselves with
political demonstrations and verbal
fraternization with the Mexicans, in
Fortunately, it Is impossible to acquire
lew landB by such means "
Japan missed its chance, this Russian writer avers, when it failed to Insist on Its rights before the piercing
nf Panama. Our navy was mainly in
the Atlantic, our Pacific seaboard lay
exposed to attack:
"But Japan was exhausted by Its
xploita In Manchuria and aacriflced
its rights and Its dignity.
True, In
expectation of better times, it hastily
continued Its armaments. But on the
day of the opening of the Panama
canal, which gives the United States
the possibility of transferring in case
of neceaslty its battle ship squadrons
from one ocean to the other, the military chances of Japan will be Ioh
xened
And if it bore patiently the
violation of its legal rights before the
opening of the canal It will hardly
hate tho courage to insist upon them
utter-war-

d

"Nevertheless, the tendency toward
warm waters and fertile, uninhabited
lands, caused by the scarcity of land
in Japan, will remain in full force
and seek an outlet.
"Will the International diplomatic
sorcerers be able to direct this lite
current into a false channel once
!
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Pants and Overalls
For Men and Boys

Not Necessary

Secretary Daniels Speaka at Banquet

here and you will need a pair of

Spring and Summer
Shoes For All

Eyeglasses
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"Before the war Japan procured for
her subjects arriving in the United
States complete equality of rights
with all other immigrants. After the
war officially victorious, but in reality suffering grave wounds the triumphant Japanese have lost in a very
friendly country all the. rights recognised so very recently by a solemn
They have been ranked
treaty.
among the lower races, on a level
:: with other Asiatics Koreans. Chinese,
Siamesa and Hindus.
i'
"The problblikm to the Japaneae to
enter the United Stales was at llrst
put In an outwardly decent form. It
was stipulated that Japanese emigrants, in order to have the right to
land on American soil, must have
pu suporta vised by the American con
ula a condition uot lcuponud upon
any 9t tbe Buxouean nations "
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their eyestgat has been
inderlnl little instrument called "Actios."
"Actina" also relieves
Sore snd Cirsnulaled
Lids, Iritis, Cataracts,
etc., without cutting or
Over ioo,- drugging.
have
"Actinss"
ooo
sold; therein m the Actina treatment
nt, but is reliable. Tbe
re but samples of hund- I

your "Actina" and when it
my wife I would throw my
passes away and give the "Actina" s fair
show. I did so, following directions, snd
soon felt my eyes were getting in normal
condition again sod now I can say my
is as good as ever, and my headaches
I sum

1

saW

eye-Ig-

Mr Kmery P. IVitrirk. 7124 Idlewild
St. E. E., Pittsburgh. Pa writes: "My eyes
were very weak aod my vision was so oad
that I could recognize people only at short
distances, Since using "Actina" I have
discarded my glasses, my headaches are
;me. and my vision I believe, is as good
as ever it was."
Mr. J. H. Frankenfield, 322 E. 20th St..
Cheyenne, Wyo. writes: "Regarding what
the "Actina" has done for me, I am proud
to say that I am not wearing my glasses at
ail. As for my catarrh, it is almost gone
an. I I have been troubled with it for more
than sixteen years.
"A great number of my railroad friends
are buying "Actinas" as you know by the
orders you have received."
"Actina" can be used with perfect safety
by every member of the family for an
Admiral Charles J. Badger.
of the eye, ear, throat or head. A
ment deserved to rank with those ol free trial of the "Actina" is given in every
Dewey at Manila and John Paul Jcnes case.
Send for our FREE TRIAL offer and
In the battle of tbe Bon Homme Richvaluable FRKE BOOK. Address Actios
ard and the Serapis.
Appliance Co., Dept. 262 N, ill 1 Walnut
An appeal for popular support of the St., Kansas City. Mo.
navy was voiced by the secretary.
The navy now has Its full quota and
MOVIE
ACTOR
KILLS
for the firet time It has a waiting list, U0N
the secretary said.
Speaking of has recent order abol- Attacks W. W. Klrby While Company Is Producing Film at
ishing the wine mess, the secretary
Los Angeles.
said there was no body of more temperate,
men In the world
Los Angeles, Cal. His right arm
than American naval officers.
He
asked his hearers whether they would bitten to the bone and suffering other
not demand the abolition of a wine sonrere lacerations Inflicted by an Inmess in railroad engineers' club- furiated ltou that sprang on him durhouses If the railroads should permit ing the production of a photoplay at
William
Warner
Universal City.
such a thing.
Klrby, actor and lion tamer, died In
The lion was shot The
a hoapttal.
DOES SMOKING AID WRITERS? actors had produced half of the film
when the lion, brought before the
French Authors Hold Cigarette Never camera, attacked Klrby. The animal
was beaten off with an Iron bar.
Has Been Aid In Producing
Compositions.
Wife Thrashes Drunken Husband.
Sharon. Pa. The court sanctioned
Parts. Is smoking s help to literthe action of Mrs Jsmes Bach, who
ary composition?
Emtle Faguet, the academician, who thrashed her husband for coming
is an inveterate smoker, thinks not home drunk. "I'm boss In my home,"
"I smoke a great deal, but I do not she said, "and It will save him trouble
believe that it does any good. 1 even to get wise to the fant."
think It may do harm."
Andre Theuriet, the novelist, who PEACE BODY UPHOLDS ACT
alternates between pipo and cigarette, says: "I have never found that Says Admiral Followed Usage in Demanding Salute for Insult to
the habit has tbe least influence on
American Flag.
what is commonly called inspiration."
Pierre Lot! shares his colleague's
opinion:
Boston
The Mexican situation and
"As far as I have observed, the use the naval demonstration were
n
In a statement teamed by
of the cigarette has no effect whatD. Mead as chief director of
ever on my faculties."
Among smokers who are members the World Peaoe Foundation. The
statement declared that Admiral Mayo
of tbe French Academy,
Maurice
Barres Is not averse to a cigar, while was "acting In strict mamará with inPaul ilervleu considers the habit as a ternational right and usage in demanding tbe salute which he did as
vice and a woaknesa
the proper reparation for the unwarranted arrest of our marines at TamMANY DRINKERS IN GERMANY
pion " After quoting as precedents
cases In which the United States was
Head of Women's Association Against
called upon to salute the flags of
Alcohol Asserts Women "Like
Spain, France and Brasil, the stateto Go on Solitary Sprees."
ment said that In tbesw cases the salóte was given "only after long
Berlin
There are 400.000 drunkards
to determine precisely the
In Qormany, of whom 40.000 are womprovocation and clrcut
en. This was tbe declaration made
by President Frau Gerken at tike meeting of the Berlin Women's association AN UNNATURAL MAN TO WED
against alcoholism. Frau Qerkon said
that there were between 2,600 and Dutch Girl Loves Whet Is Left of Van
IL0O0
women drunkards In Berlin
der Blasenslk After a Big
explosion.
peaking of the psychology of drunkards Frau Oerkon said, that while men
New York. Tbe most artificial man
were fond of noisesome companionship In drinking, women drr.nkarda In the world, by his own admission,
tried to conceal their falling and were sailed for Holland, where he expects
addicted to "solitary sprees." In most to marry the moat natural girl In the
cases, she said, heavy drinking among world. He Is Jan wan der Bfcaabalk.
women was due to sickness, unemploy- forty years old, a former owner of a
glass factory In I lata t la, Java. Van
ment, loss of standing and despondency
She said It was more difficult der Disss balk has a cork lag, a cork
to cure and restore a woman than a arm. a rubber ear, a glass eye and a
wig. While experimenting with chemnan
d
icals, be explained, an explosion
which left little of hie natural
Sees After 2 Years.
Atlantic City. N. J. Following an
.
operation Barry
smith, seventy,
Dead After Eating Dog's He
recovered his sight after xl years of
Chicago. A coroner's Jury found
blindness. Smith's blindness resulted that Fred Voetel died from eating the
from lujuries received In the Civil tried heart of bis pea dog. which
he
war.
'
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For Good,

Up-to-da- te

Standard

Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Quods, Notions, Hats, millinery. Trunks, Fur-

niture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tinware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
PRICES

AND

QUALITY

GUARANTEED

Company
Matkin Supply
Promptly Attended To
Mail Orders'

CIMARRON

BET

SERVICE

BEING THE HAPPENINGS OF A NI6HT
IN MCHMOWP IN THE SPRING OF 1865

ATtfLAY BY

Gillette;

ILLUSTRATIONS BY EDGAR BERT SMITH
1912
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Ddbd, Miad Am Cohmnv
uf innocence, partly natural but largely assumed, wall became her although

SYNOPSIS.
Mn. Varnv. wlf of a Confederal
general, haa lot on ton and another la
lying from wounili. Hh reluctantly lvn
her cenMnt (or Wilfred, the youngest, to
tola th army If hi father contenta The
fedérala are making their laat aaenuli
Kdltli
In an effort to capture Richmond.
Varney aecurea from Prealdent Davla a
eommltalon for Cant. Thorne, who la Juat
racoveiinit from wound, aa rhlaf of the
telegraph at Richmond.
Capt. Thorne
ella Rdlth h
ha been ordered away.
not
and tella
he
muat
declare
Bis of the commlaalon fromso the
prealdent.
He la atrangely agitated and declare he cannot accept. Thorne decidea
to escape while Rdlth leave th room to
rat the commlaalon. but I prevented by
the arrival of Caroline Mltford. Wilfredeweetheart
Mr. Arrelaford of th Confederate ecret ervlce. a rejected ultor
of Edith', detect Jonaa. Mr. Varneybutler, carrying a note from a prlaoner
In l.tbby prlaon.
It
Arrelaford auapect
Intended for Thorne. Th note read:
Tele"Attack tnnlcht. Plan 1.
Ue
graph."
Arrelaford declare Thorne I
Lwf Dtimont of the Federal secret
ervlte and that hi brother Henry I a
IJbby. Edith refu
to
fwiaonr Inaugaeat
that Thorne be confronted with the prlaoner aa a teat.
Kdlth detains Thorne while the prlaoner
to aent for.
-

-

Carolina nodded gravely.
"Yea, I hare learned how It la with
mother," she said, thinking of the
mothers she had known since the war
began, young though she waa.
"Other people don't care," aald Wll
fred, "but mothers are different."
"Some other people don't oare," answered Caroline softly, fighting hard
to keep back a rush of tears
In spite of herself her eyes would
upon that little
focus themselves
hole In the left
round
breast of the jacket. She had not
before how straight that bullet
ha gone to the heart of the other
wearer. There waa something terribly
ominous about It. Rut Wilfred blun
dered blindly on, unconscious of this
emotion or of Its eauaa. He draw from
the pocket in his blouse a papar. He
sat down at the table, beckoning Caroline as he did aa. The girl came
closer and looked over his shoulder as
he unfolded the paper.
"I have written that letter," ha said,
"to the general, my father, that la.
Here It la. I have got to sand It to
him In some wsy. It Is all written but
the laat words and I am not sure about
them. I'm not going to aay 'your loving son' or anything of that kind. Thla
I
is a man's letter, a soldier's letter
love him, of course, but thla la not the
time or the place to put that sort of a
thing la. I have been tellfrng him "
He happened to glance up as he spoke
and discovered to his great surprise
that Caroline had turned away from
him and was no longer looking at him.
"Why, what's the matter?" he exblood-staine-

d

real-Ixe-

BtXYRUS TOWNSEND BRADY
COS YHlOHT

Wilfred, flushing a little. "You know
how It la with a fellow's mother."

it did not deceive Mrs. Varney for a
moment, or would not have deceived
her If she had had any special Uteres! In Caroline's actions or emotions.

"Caroline, dear," she began Immediately, 'are you In a great hurry to go
homaT'
"No, ma'am, not particularly, especially if I can do anything for you
here," answered the girl readily, somewhat surprised.
"It happens that you can," said Mrs.
Varney; "If you can stay here a few
minutes while I go upstairs to Howard
it will be a great help to me."
"You want me just to wait,, here. Is
that It?" asked the girl, somewhat

NEWS.

make me. T will, though, if you da
Answer this right now or not at all.' "
"I think that Is the finest letter I
bare ever heard," said Caroline proud
ly, as Wilfred stopped, laid the paper
down, and stared at her.
"Do you really think so?"
"It Is the beat tonar
"I am glad you are pleased with R
Now the next thing la bow to end It."
"Why, Just end It"
"But bow?"
"8lgn your name, of conrea."
"Nothing else?"
"What else la thoreft
"Just Wilfred?"
"No, Wilfred Varney."
"Tbat'a the thing." Ha took np a
pen from the table and scrawled hla
Uname at the bottom of thla Interesting
and historical document, "And you
think the rest of It will dor
"I should think It would," sba as
sented heartily. "I wish your father

BIG

had It now."
"80 do I," said Wilfred. "Maybe It
will take two or three daya to get It to
him and I just can't wait that long."
Carolina rose to her feat suddenly
under the stimulus of a bright Idea
that came Into her mind.
"I'll tell you what we can do.u

blm." she

ex-

claimed.
"Good Idea," cried Wilfred, mora
and more Impressed with Caroline's

wonderful resourcefulness, but a disquieting thought Immediately struck

mystified.
claimed.
Why on earth anybody should be re"Nothing, nothing," answered the
quired to wslt In a vacant room was girl, forcing herself to face him once
someth'lng which Caroline could not more.
understand, but Mrs. Varney's next
"I thought you wanted to help me,"
words sought to explain It.
he continued.
"I don't want you merely to wait
"Oh, yea! I do, I do."
here but well, In fact, I don't want
CHAPTER VII. Continued.
"Well, you can't help me way off
The elder woman nodded and Miss anyooay to go out on the veranda, or there," aald Wilfred. "Come closer."
Klttrldge turned decisively away and Into the garden, from the front of the
He spoke like a soldier already,
tepped briskly toward the door. On house, under any circumstances."
thought the girl, but she meekly, for
Caroline's eyes opened In great her, obeyed the Imperious command.
second thought, there was something
she could do. reflected Mrs. Varney. nmnzoment. She did not In the least He stored at her, as yet unconscious
and so she rose, stepped to the door understand what It was all about until but strangely agitated nevertheless.
Mrs. Varney explained further.
In turn, and called her back.
The silence waB soon Insupportable,
'You see Edith's there with "
"Perhaps It would be Just as well."
and Caroline herself broke it.
'Oh, yes," laughed the girl, at last.
she said, "If any of the ladles want
"The the " she pointed at the
to go to let them out the other way. as she thought, comprehending, "you trousers, "are they how you wanted
know them?"
You can open the door Into the back want them to be left alone.
hall. We're expecting some one here how that Is, whenever I am when
"Fine," replied Wilfred; "they are
on Important business, you know, and some that Is of course. 1 will see to just perfect. There Isn't a girl in
It,"
In
lamely
"
she
ended
rather
and
w-eRichmond who could have done them
great confusion.
"I understand," said
better. Now about the letter. I want
KltMiss
'Just a few minutes, dear," said your advice on it; what do you think?
trldge.
Mrs. Varney, smiling faintly at the
"And you will see to thisr
"Tell me what you said."
girl's blushing cheeks and not think"Certainly; trust me."
"You want to hear it?" aaked Wiling It worth while to correct the mis- fred.
"Thank you."
Mrs. Varney turned with a little apprehension, "I won't be long." 8b
"I've got to, haven't I? How could
sigh of relief and went back to her stepped across the room, but turned In I help you If I didn't know what it was
doorway
Injunction,
the
final
for her
place by the table, where her work
all about?"
basket sat near to hand. No woman "Do be careful, won't you?"
"You're a pretty good girl, Caroline.
"Careful!" said Caroline to herself, You
lb Richmond was without a work baswill help me, won't you?"
I
should
"I
would
As
think
be
careful.
ket with work In It for any length of
Her hand rested on the table as she
I
I
know
enough
If
for
didn't
that.
time during those days. The needle
bent over him, and he laid his own
was second only to the bayonet In the can guess what Is going on out there hand upon it and squeesed it warmly.
I
In
moonlight.
the
wouldn't
have
support of the dying Confederacy!
"Yes, I will help you," she said. "But
She glanced at It, but, sure evidence them disturbed for the world. Why, If about the letter? You will have to
I were out there with
Wll
with
of the tremendous strain under which
hurry. I am sure your mother will be
"
1 wouldn't
she labored, she made no motion to with anybody,
In a short time."
She stopped In great dismay at her here
take It up. Instead, after a moment
Well, that letter la mighty Impor
toown
staring
stood
admissions
and
of reflection, she crossed to the wall
tant, you know. Everything depends
and pulled the bell rope. In a short ward the front windows, over which upon It, much more than on mother's
Varney
most
carefully
Mrs.
had
drawn
time, considering her bulk and tin
letter, 1 am sure."
wleldiness, old Martha appeared at the heavy hangings.
"I should think so," said the girl.
got
betPresently
curiosity
her
the
the far door.
She drew a chair up to the table and
propriety.
sense
went
of
of
She
ter her
"Did you ring, ma'am?" she asked
down by the side of the boy.
sat
curnearest window, pulled the
"Yes," was the answer. "Has Miss to the apart
I am just golEj to give it to him
a little, and peered eager-itains
Caroline gone yet?"
out. She saw nothing, nothing but strong," said Wilfred.
"No, ma'am," answered Martha
"That's the way to give It to him,"
the trees In the moonlight, that la;
smilingly displaying a glorious set of Edith and Captain Thorne were not said Caroline. "He's a soldier and he's
white teeth. "She's been out in de within view nor were they within ear- accustomed to such things."
"You can't fool much with father
kitchen fo' a w'lle."
shot. She turned to the other window.
said Wilfred:
"In the kitchen?"
Now that she had made the plunge, He means
Ah took her out dere. She
"Yas'm.
but he will Ami that I mean business.
she determined to see what was going
didn't want to be seed by no one."
on If she could. She drew the couch too."
"And what is she doing there?"
That's right," assented Caroline
up before the window and knelt down
"She's been mostly sewln' an' be upon It, and parting the curtains, saplenlly, "everybody has got. to mean
looked out, but with the same results business now. What did you aay to
as berore.
in tnis questionable posi- him?"
"I said this," answered the young
tion, sh.e. wa.9 unfortunately caught by
ster, reading slowly and with great
Wilfred Vcrhev.
Varney.
Ransom
He was dressed In the gray jacket pride: "'General
and the trousers which she had re- commanding division, army" of Northpaired. She had not made a skilful ern Virginia, Dear
"I wouldn't say, 'dear papa' to a genjob of her tailoring but It would serve.
eral," Interrupted Caroline decisively
The whole suit was worn,
"No? What would you say?"
and soiled; but It was whole. That
"I would say 'Sir.' of course; that la
was more than could be said of nine
per cent, of the uniforma com much more businesslike and soldiers
are always so awfully abrupt."
monly seen round about Richmond
"You are right." aald the boy, be
waa
Measured by these. Wilfred
even
luxuriously ginning again, " 'General Ransom Varsumptuously,
dressed, and the pride expressed In ney, commanding division, Army of
his port and bearing waa as complete Northern Virginia, Sir' that Bounds
He
waa naive.
walked line, doesn't It?"
as It
"Splendid." said the girl, "go on."
long
room.
In
softly up the
" 'This is to notify you that 1 want
tending to surprise the girl, but boy
like, he stumbled over a stool on his you to let me join the army right now.
way forward, and the young lady If you don't, I will enlist anyway,
turned about quickly and confronted that's all The seventeen call Is out
him with an exclamation. Wilfred and I am not going to wait for the
Do you think I am a damned
came close to her and spoke In a low
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whisper.
"Mother Isn't anywhere about, la
she?"
"No," said Caroline In the sama
tone, "she's just gone upstair to see
Howard, but she is coming back la
few minutes, sha said."
"Wall," returned Wilfred, throwing
bla eheat out impreaslvely, "I am not
running away from her, but If she saw
me with these on sha might feel
funny."
"I don't think," returned Caroline
quickly, "that she would feel very
funny,"
"Wall, you know what I mean.

ooward ' "
Wilfred paused and looked apprehensively at Caroline, who nodded
with eyea sparkling brightly.
"That'a fine," ahe aald.
"1 thought It sounded like a soldier.'
"It does; you ought to have beard
the Third Virginia swear"
"Oh." said Wilfred, who did not quite
relish that experience; but he went
on after a little pause. " 'Tom Kltt
rldge has gone; he was killed yester
day at Cold Harbor. Ulllle Fisher has
gone and so haa Cousin Stephen. Ha
la not sixteen, he lied about his age,
bat I don't want to do thai unlaaa you

ONLY ONE IDEA IN HIS MIND of s Paris bookseller, saw the title of
a book that hs had greatly desired tor
and
French Bookworm Traveled M0 Miles M years Ha lookedwasat the clook
Just Urns to
found that there
In down and Slippers to Buy
catch a train tor Parla. Ha selasd
Prized Volume.
some money from his oash box, rush
ed off to tbs station, and arrived at
passion
human
deeper
the
of
Nobs
to mora absorblog loan Us blameless the bookshop la tlms to secure tbs
feels for the prise As tbs shopman wrapped up
that a book-lovInanimate object of bla affection A tbs book, he remarked
"I suppose you live la this street,
French papar Illustrates tilla fast la
monsieur T"
psychology by lbs following story:
"No. I have Juat corns
living at Buidssms.
A bookworm
was tbs rsply.
hile glassing throwga ta

The man's look of astonishment
cauaed the bibliophile to realise that
be had traveled 3(0 miles In bis dressing gown and slippers, and had nevar
noticed the Incongruity la his attire

fien--

Am Not Running Away Prom Her."

habtn' mighty strange about sumfln a
grot deal ob de time. She's
glt-U, but Ah beliab she's
aa'
ready to gwlne borne now."
"Very well." said Mrs. Varney, 'will
you please ask her to oome la bar a
moment before sha goes."
"Yas'm, 'dead Ah will," said old
Martha, turning and going out of the
door through which, presently, Caro-Unherself appeared.
She looked very demure and the air
e
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IN PECOS

VALLEY.

for the planters In their respective
communities, aci orrilng to information
United States burean
very teacher In the
state has received from State Superintendent Wilson a scoring sheet 00.
which to record the tests.

Expect to Ship Thousands of Cratea
From District Between Portalee
and Pecea City This Season.
Weatern Newspaper Union New

Service

The New Mexico canta
loupe Is to tickle the palate of the
epicurean more than ever before this
oomlng season and the shipments
from the Pecos valley are to break all
records.
The question of whether or
not It pays to ralae cantaloupea la
answered eloquently by the statement
that there will be over 1,500 acres ot
the melons planted between Portales,
Roosevelt county and Pecos City, Tex.
below the southern border, meaning
thousands of cratea for the market, to
latlsfy an ever increasing demand.
With better than 300 aerea of cantaloupes already planted around Artesla and a few yet to be put In the
ground. Indications are that this will
be one of the banner years for the
cantaloupe farmers of the valley. According to the men who have planted
cantaloupes before, this spring haa
been exceptionally good and the work
has been rushed in getting them plantArtesla.

President Honors Brakeman.
Washington. On the recommenda
tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission, President Wilson has awarded a medal of honor to A. C. Werner,
a railroad brakeman of Smlthvllle,
Tox.. who at the peril of his own Ufa,
saved a child who was standing on a
railroad track In front of an approaching train.
Denver Man Gets Uncle's Estate.
La porte, Ind. Sam Bean, a familiar
figure about Frankfort, Ind., died aft-

er a short lllnes.

For thirty year

he sold candy, popcorn, applea and
chewing gum from a basket that ha
carried on his arm, meeting every
train that came into Frankfort, and

visiting the shops and factories about
the city. For twenty years he waa
the janitor at the First National bank
ed.
and it is said that he never drew a
At Portales there will be 260 acres cent of his salary, leaving It In the
grown ; 200 acres at Roswell ; 300 acres bank to his credit where It drew Interhere; 200 acres at lakewood, and 250 est. A. few hours before his death ha
aerea at Pecos City, Tex.
made a will leaving his entire estate
Beaides this crop there will be 500 to his only relative, a nephew, Georget
Lake-wooat
planted
aerea of tomatoes
L. Beam, of Denver.
The latter has proven to be
one of the best paying crops In the
94,428,000 Given to U. S. Libraries.
valley.
Washington.-Ca- sh
gifts of HI
About the largest acreage of cantawere made to the libraries In the
planted
be
will
loupes around Artesla
United States durlDg 1913, according
on the Hunter ranrh across the river. to a statement Issued by George B.
acreage
There will also be a large
UUey, secretary of the American
planted In the Cottonwood district association. Among other donations
These will be shipped from the Spula were twelve building sites, ten buildspur.
ings and 168,655 volumes.
Of cash
The cantaloupes will be handled by gifts the Carnegie corporation donatThis
the Pecos valley distributors.
ed 92,371,642. Other gifts ranged from
firm will also handle the fruit crop 925,000 to 950.000.
of this district.
28.-00-

Purchased Girl from Mother.
Santa Fé Sheriff Dufur of San
Juan county brought to the penllen
tlary. Teodoro Martinez, sentenced to
two to three years In the penitentiary
by Judge E. C. Abbott on the charge
of criminal assault and defilement.
The story of Martinez's crime, Is a
shocking and at the same time,
strange one. Martinez bought from a
old
woman her
Colorado
daughter and lived with the girl for
nine months. His defense was that
he nad bought and paid for the girl
and that he therefore had a perfect
right to do with her as he pleased.
Say

1

Papa'

Schools Tet Farmers' Seeds.
If Oklahoma has bumper crops this
year It will be due In cotisHlrmble.
measure to the direct akl rendered
the farmers by I He schools. Througn- out the state th teachers and puptla
hare been systet intlcnlly testing seeds

MELONS

1,900 ACRES IN CANTA-

TO PLANT

I"

"What?"
"We can telegraph

CROP OF

Wilfrid

Swept

His Pen Through

It.

"Where am I going to get the
money?" he asked dubiously.
READY ROOFING
"It won't take very much."
Mado of Trinidad Lake asphalt
"It won't? Do you know what they
greatest weathr - realster
the
are charging now? Over seven dolknown. Kant-lea- k
Kleet used
only with Uraam obviate the
lars a word only to Petersburg."
unsightly
uae
of
cement
Write
"Well, let them charge It," said
for circulars and prices.
Caroline calmly, "we can cut it down
The Hendrle & Bolthoft Mft. & S. Gi.
to only a few words and the address
I) KM VF.lt. COUi
1038 17th St.
won't cost anything."
"Won't It?"
"No, they never charge for that,"
Stockyards at Farmington.
continued the girl. "That's a heap of
money saved, and then we can use
Santa Fé. The State Corporation
what we save on the address for the Commission has received word that
rest"
Superintendent McOraw of the Di
Wilfred stored at her as If this prob- ver & Rio Orande la putting stock
lem In economics was not quite clear yards at a convenient location at
Vijjfí TPBffSSawPPss; fijar. ?v,
to his youthful brain, but she gave Farmington for the convenience of
him no time to question her Ingenious shippers.
cmusi caí
calculations.
CU4. T Wiaatr
tlreatritt hill climber: 80 mile on one sal. aeaotlDei
"What comes after the address?"
Sentenced Commuted.
1"
mile on one eat of Urea. McU and Curte rear
she aaked In her most businesslike
DlHtrlhutor for Ooloradn, New Mexico and Wyoming
Santa Fé. Governor William C.
COLORADO CARTKHCAR CO.
THE
manner.
Issued an order commuting the
Live Asenta Wanted. 1SSS Bier., Denver
" 'Sir.' "
sentence of Daniel Bullion who waa
'i. tf-- that out."
given three and a half to five years In
Wilfred awept his pen through It
GET Y O i; K
Lincoln county In May, 1912, to three
"He knows it already," said Caro to five vears.
CANADIAN HOME
line. "What's next?"
FROM THK
Smokestack Blows Down.
This is to notify you that I want
CANADIAN
PACIFIC
you to let me come right now.' "
Gallup. Gallup came near being
We could leave out that laat to,
deprived of light for a considerable
The Canadian Pacific Railway Go.
of the
said Caroline
time when the big smoke-stac- k
Announce the removal of their office from
ml,
919 Seventeenth St to
Wilfred checked it off, and then water plant blew dow n In a high
come
right
you--lme
M4 Seventeenth Street Denver
read, 'I want
the stack being considerably weak
And lnrlte ron to call and aee nor wonderful
now.' That doesn't sound right, and ened from age.
grain dlepUya from Weatern Canada.
anyway It Is such a little word."
Many (armera bare paid for their land
crop. Rich fannins- 'and within the
one
In
"Yes, but It costs seven dollars juat
County Official Dead.
reacn of aM; 111 toftttMkT acre, on twentj
payment- - $40 to tflti par acre for
annual
the same as a big word, observed
C.
re
Abbott
E.
Santa Fé. Judge
irrigated land, plenty of water, apéela! term.
Caroline.
3.Ü0D
loan for improve menta, repaid In
eel ved telegraphic advice that Aa
twenty naj menta;
Internet on all
Rut It doesn t sound right without Blatant District Attorney J. J. Herrín
deferred payment.
got
to
it," argued the boy; "we have
died at his home at Aztec from tuber
Cal ar Write far laiamatka. Maaa aaJ
Uttratara
leave It In. What comes after that?" cular menlngltlB.
Caroline In turn took up the note
District
A.
W.
SMITH
and read:
Plantad
Asparagus
Aerea
of
Fifteen
(anadian Parlflc Hallway Co.
" 'If you don't HI come anyhow.
(Land Branch)
Im Cruces. R. P. Porter, whe
that's all.' "
mrnmrm mm, mkvu. coto
m
the
la
"
ranches
finest
one
of
owns
the
all.
out
'that's
You might leave
county, near Dona Ana, Is putting in
said Wilfred.
asparagus this year. Mr.
"No, don't leave that out It's vary lb aerea of
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
havImportant It doean't aeem to be so Porter Is trying as an experiment
Rend ua your Filma for develouina. Expert
by
year
Jap
work only. The hook of the Brownlea free
important, but It la. It abowa wall ing his land farmed this
uueat Denver Photo Material Co.
It ahows that that'a all there la anese.
(Baetaaaa Kodak Co.) Denver. Celera
about It That one thing might conhim

Genasco

METZ

22

'

U.-f'

v.-

i

ill

vince him."
"Yea, but we've

got to leave out

something."
"Not that, though. Perhaps there la
something else. 'The seventeen call
U out' that's got to stay."
"Yea." aald Wilfred.
" 'The sixteen comes next.' That'a
just got to stay."
"Of courae. Now, what follower' "
"I'm not going to wait for It
read Caroline.
"We can't cut that out." said Wilfred; "we don't aeem to be making
much progress, do we?"
"Well, vre will And something In a
moment 'Do you think I am'" aba
hesitated a moment. " 'a damned coward,' " she read with a delicious thrill
at bar rash, vicarious wlckedneaa.
CTO

BB CO NT I NT I KD.)

them together In the catt. so
lumps of coal cannot be abatraotod
from the sacks, nor can any singla sack
be emptied between the wharf and
the cellar
Six brass eyelids are Inserted in
Youth's Companion.
each sack. Through these a thin
strong chalo la threaded. The Inter
Sealing the Coal Cart.
woven chain closes the mouth of each
may
to
hope
In
future
Householders
escape tbs loss and annoyanes caused sack, and also Joins sll the sacka toby receiving short weight coal. Tbs gether In tbs cart. The ends of tbs
In the cart with a
Associated Cual Consumers, Limited. chain are fastened
Imprint of tbs
bave patentad a dsvlce for effectually lead ssal bearing the Mail
association lindan
all

Bishop
W. U Bishop ha beet
superintendent of the public
schools at Gallup for the next twe
years. He has nearly recovered from
the assault by a Gallup banker.

Santa

Vé.

KEELEY
INSTITUTE

COR.

Eighteenth and Curtis Sts
DENVER, COLO.

Alcohol and Drug Addictions

State Militia Ready for Servics.
cured by a scientific courae of medicatioa.
Santa Vé. Should the call come, It The only place in Colorado where the
Is the ambition of the National Guard Genuine Keelev Reniediei are administered
ot New Mexico to be the first militia
of beat quality, at lower
of any state to reach the border In BEE SUPPLIES price than yon east

bay mub good eleo-wbers. Writ for fro Illustrated, cataloga
on
Information
giving
be keplna. W Mil
I Aairu produoed at tba aplarlea of
ral
PI IM" HUMr T uur member. By frelsbt or
I Ulla. IIUI11. I parcipoat. Ankforprleea.

full numberB.

Sterling Oswald Guilty.
inr
The Jury In the case of
with
the
Sterling Oswald, charged
THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS A8S N.
theft of horses from W. E. Klmbrell
144ft Herat trt, Pwr. Cat- at Picacho, brought in a verdict of 101111
I'uvai. .vaj, vaaa wiia UUa"edT."
u. ac each. Kodak Bmvlt
guilty.
I'rtuu
Irvewi
lllllk cbicao
fhoto luushtna QoDPTr
San Juan County Needs New Jail.
MUSIC LIBRARY
Aztec. "We have examined the home
very
unclean
county Jail and find It ft
This cabin'
.Ins the
II action
world's area
and unhealthy place t confine pria- A
of
wanted.
muele.
the
oners and heartily reftouiniend
TUB
Liberal comí
erection of a suitable Jail," says the
1.1.
,niNa,
Ban Juan county grand Jury in its re
in Ml It. lULUHAUO,
port to Judge K C. Abbott, The grand
iury reports that there Is little or no
ASI
SHEW
crime in the county, no ganibllng,
DSIVU
portada, ctocai, ate. Oal
uory sailing or carrying f deac
éo haixtr tur watrbea.
weapons, the county In "splendid ci
ffivnTOaT
ditlon." and all the county offli
,
ptpc
properly administered.
Slim. Y CO.. ISM Waa St.. Dwio
Roswell
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CIMARRON NEWS

MAY CLOSE

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Weetera

Nninptr

COLORADO

MINES

Jt

Run Without Guns or Quit Operation Is Pres-

sav.'

ident Wilson's Ultimatum

Oaten Now. service.

DENVER MARKETS.

Cattle.

Beef steers, comfed, good Jo
cholc
I7.5O0Í.5O
Beef itpen, comfed, fair to
Rood

Boef steers, pulp fed.
to choice
Bwf ateera. pulp fed,
to good
Beef altera, hay fad,
to choice
Beef ateera, hay fad,
o good

Heifers, prime comfed

6.75O7-S-

good

fair

7.268.00
Í.K0O7.26

good

fair

7.000 7

Veal calvea
Bulla

Í.t57.00
.B07.26

S.754.75

7.50

10.60

4.755.75

Stage
5.00(fi6.50
Feeders and stockers, good
to choice
.507.60
Feeders and stockera, fair
to good
5.75O6.50
Feedera and atockera, common to fair
6.00 5.75
Oood hoga

Hoga.

8.00.

8heep.
Lamba
Bwea

Yearllnga (light)
Wethers

FOR

SECRETARY OF WAR GARRISON
SCND8 PROCLAMATION TO
MAJOR HOLBROOK AT
TRINIDAD.

MUST RESTORE

6.006.16
6.2506.76

5.756.25

Hay.
(F. O. B. Denver, carload price.)

Colorado upland, per ton.213.00H.OO
Nebraska upland, per ton 11.0012.00
8econd bottom, Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton 11.00 12.00
Timothy, per ton
17.0018.00
Alfalfa, per ton
9.5010.50
South Park, choice, ton.. 15.0010.00
San Luis Valley, per ton 11.00 12.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton 15.0016.00
Straw, per ton
4.50
4.00

earned
Nickels for

PEACE
Western Newepaper Union News

s- -r

vice.

of every
The court-martiofficer and enlisted man of the state
militia who participated in the burn-Muof the coal strikers' tent colony
at Ludlow in which two women and
oleven children were killed, Is recommended by Maj. Edward J. Bought. on,
juUgeadvoeate; CapL W. C. Dunks
and Capt. Philip S. Van Cise of the
Colorado National Guard, comprising
the military committee which conducted an Investigation. In a report of
Its findings submitted Saturday night,
the committee lays responsibility for
the renewal of hostilities to the Greek
strikers of the colony, but finds that
after the first tent caught fire that
soldiers and mine guards deliberately
spread the conflagration by pouring
oil upon the flames and other tents.
The report attributes the burning of
the first tent to concentrated firing
upon It. It recites that Major Ham-rocwhen hostilities commenced.
trained a machine gun on the tent
colony "to test his range" and fired
a volley directly Into it.
The committee holds Lieut. K K.
Llnderfelt largely responsible for the
antagonism which led to the tent oeJ-- e
ony burning, through "wholly tactleas
treatment of mine guards and strikers."
it found that Louis Tlkas, leader of
the colony, had sought to prevent a
clash between the colonists and the
militiamen; that Major Hamrock had
brought reinforcements before the
battle, and that the Greeks bad precipitated the fight by firing first.
Tilias, whD later was taken prisoner
after having joined the Greek fighting
ranks in the battle, the committee
found, had been struck so violently
over the head by a rifle In the hands
of Lieutenant Llnderfelt that the stock
of the weapon had been broken. The
committee found that Tlkas and two
other prisoners were shot.
The committee reports that what
was designated as Troop "A" was recruited from mine guards, who "come
and go with strikes," are ineligible to
enlistment as national guardsmen and
mine employés.
The coal operators are blamed by
the committee for a large part of the
riotous and lawless acta in the strike
zone to their employment of "Ignorant, lawless and savage south European peasants," who "have no respect
for law and to whom liberty means
license."
In conclusion, the committee recoml
mends in addition to a general
the establishment of a state
constabulary and a further Investigation by state and federal governments.
Major Boughton, who wrote the report, also added a minority recommendation In which he urges against the
of the tent colony at
Denver.

WHETHER THERE'S COMPROMISE

WmGLEYStw

g

OR ONE FACTION ADMITS
DEFEAT DOES NOT CONCERN PRESIDENT.
Western Newspaper Union Niwi Service.

DISARM ALL BUT TROOPS.

Secretary of War Qarlaon'a Proclamation to Major Holbrook.
Following is the proclamation
calling for the disarming of all persons other than members of the
military servloe In Colorado, whloh
was sent to Major Holbrook at
Trinidad Saturday by Secretary of
War Qarrlson:
"Whereas, Under existing circumstance, the possession of arma and
ammunition by persons not In the
military service of the United States
tends to provoke disorder and to
domestic violence, and hinders
the restoration of normal conditions
of peace and good order, I do, by the
authority of the President of the
United States, call upon and direct
military
all persons not In th
service of the United States who
have arms or ammunition In their
possession or under tl.elr oontrol to
deliver them forthwith to the officer at the place herein designated.
Receipts will be issued for all arms
In-e- lt

$7.00i7.75

"I Spend
My Hard- -

BURNING
OF
STRIKERS'
TENTS AT LUDLOW.

Major Beughton and Captclna Dank
and Van Clse, Comprising Military
Committee, Make Investigation
and Submit Report.

80

Cowb and heirera, comfed,
good to choice
6.006.75
Oowa and helfera, comfed.
fair to good
5.258.00
Cowa and helfera. pulp fed,
good to choice
5.906.60
Cowa and helfera, pulp fed,
fair to good
6.005.90
Cowa and helfera, hay fed,
good to choice
B.506.40
Cowe and heifers, hay fed,
fair to good
6.00 6.50

Cannera and cutters

STATE TROOPS BLAMED

U.S.T0 DISARM ALL

and ammunition so delivered.
The
above applies to Individuals, firms,
associations and corporations."

Washington, May 4. In providing
for future governmen action !n the
Colorado
labor situation, President
Wilson has under advisement the
problem of what to do as regards reGrain.
opening the coal mines. His deliberWheat, choice milling, 100 lbs
1.87 ations thus far Include a plan of reRye, Colo., bulk, loo lbs
1.05 fusing
the operators to resume work
1.4b
Idaho oats, aacked
1.62 until there ia Industrial as well as
Corn chop, tacked
It can be asserted with
1.51 civic peace.
Corn, in sack
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs
1.35 a fair degree of precision that there
will be no operation of the mines unFlour.
til they can be run without guns.
Standard Colorado, net
.$.15
Whether that means compromise
somewhere along the lines of the
Dressed Poultry.
Turkeys, fancy D. P
present contending factions or wheth21
19
16
Turkeys, old toms
er one faction Is to acknowledge
15.
14
Turkeys, choice
Itself defeated la a question with
18
Hens, large
which the President Is not concerned.
IK ii
18
small
He proposes that the government will
18
t
Ducks
aid neither unions nor operators, but
17
16
Geese
will maintain peace.
11
10
Roosters
Whether this means closed coal
Live Poultry,
mines all over the state developments
1P
IB
Hene. fancy
will tell. It is reliably reported that
8
Roostera
Secretary Garrison has orders to keep
Turkeys, 10 lba. or over ..16 018
the mines closed If they are to breed
16
(
Ducks
15
trouble.
13
14
Geese
It la recalled that Roosevelt during
the strike of 1904 threatened to put
Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
United States military forces to minO. B. Denver
19
ing coal in Pennsylvania to aupply
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
people If the operators could not manO. B. Denver
16
age to peaceably mine sufficient for
EggB, case count, less comtheir needs.
6.4Í.
misbion
The dlaarming proclamation of the
secretary of war. It was explained at
Butter.
23V4
Elgin
the War Department, means exactly
25
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb. . .
what It saya, namely, that only mili25
Creameries, ex. East. lb. ..
tary torces of the United States can
21
Creameries, 2d grade, lb.. . .
carry or maintain guns. Tbts, as a
21
20
Process
matter of course, would Include the
16
Packing atock
state militia were It not for the fact
that the governi. nt has requested
Fruit.
Apples, Colo., extras, box. .$2.60 3.00 that body to be withdrawn as fast as
Apples, Colo., fancy, box... 2.00 2.50 the federals take the field.
Apples, Colo., choice, box. .. 1.2501.50
Secretary Garrison received voluminous telegraphic reports from cavalry
Vegetables.
commanders In various military disPotatoes, cwt
1.001.8i tricts In Colorado. The secretary
reads these dispatches and gives reMISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
turn orders in person. There la no
second In command.
Butter and Egga
Congressman Keating Bpent some
Cream-ry- ,
Kansas City, Ho. Butter
23c: first. 21c; seconds; 18c; time with Secretary Garrison Saturday interpreting mapa and giving him
packing, 15c.
general Information as to the geograKggs Firsts. 18c; seconds, 15c.
phy and topography of the districts
Poultry Hena, 13c; springs, 16c.
where trouble has occurred.
Lead and Spelter.
Lead $3.8B3.95; Lon Foster's Plan for Strike Settlement.
New York
18 16a.
don,
Washington. Here la Repreaenta-tlv21
Spelter. $6.0505.10; London,
Foster's plan for the settlement
10a.
of Colorado's mining troubles:
St. Iotils. Lead $3.80.
"A conciliation board, where both
Spelter $4.90.
aides will have equal representation,
Chlcago Live Stock Quotations.
to decide all grievances that fall of
Chicago. Hogs
Bulk. $S.358 40; Individual or local adjustment."
$8.16
light. $8 20Tr8.45: mixed,
He would make this board a perma8.47ft; heavy. $8.00lH)ft.40; rough, $8.00 nent Institution. Foster says It the
8.10; plga, $7.200 8.25.
Cattle Beeves. $7.OV(t9.40; Texas mine owners would meet the miners
steers $7.0008.10; Western steers, in a proper spirit this basis of agreestockera and feedera, ment oould be arrived at, as the men
$7.0008.00;
would waive recognition of the union.
$5.6008.16; cows and helfera. $3.60
8.40; calves, $C.008.50.
The mine owners, he says, refuse
,
West-AmSheep Native, $4.90 0 5.65;
to agree to a conciliation board, beyearlinge, $5.40
$4.9006.65;
cause they insist It would be an in6.40; lambs, native, $6.9007.10; Went direct recognition of the union.
era. $5.907.86
Arms To Be Confiscated.
Chicago Grain and Provision Prices. "Headquarters Federal Forces, Trial-dad- ,
Colorado, May I, 1914.
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, 90
4ftc; No. S red. 3931J4c; No. 2 "To All Railroad and Htxpress Companies. State of Colorado:
hard. 9292ftc; No. 3 hard, l92c;
No. 3
No. I Northern, 9495ftc,
"By authority of the Secretary of
2
93V
aprlng,
No.
Northern, 9S4c;
War the embargo established by the
94Hc; No. 3 spring, 92V0!3c.
state authorities on the receiving,
Corn No. 2 66c; No. 2 yellow, 60V4 shipping or delivering of arms and
white,
8
3,
No.
66V4c:
No.
6ttc:
ammunition In this state will be con4Mtto; No. 3 yellow. 65ft66Hc
Ton will therefore refrain
Oat -- No. 8 white, 40c; No. 3 white, tinued.
from any of the the acts above speci37038-4Rye-- No.
fied By order of
S, 62Q6SO.
Timothy $2.754.36.
"MAJOR HOLBROOK,
Clover $8.00012.00.
"Commanding Federal Foroee."
Pork $19.66.
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as
delicious as economical -- as beneficial as delicious-popular with your family as with you.
It's as clean as it's fresh. It's always clean and
dust-prot,
always fresh because the new
seal keeps it so. Every sealed
package is personal
to you.
oi

air-tigh-

Hnff
"

mi an As

Jrl

aessw

satseBFg?

Look for
the Spear

ssTsan

wstgr

fu"
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lás:
Purify your breath,
preserve your teeth, harden
your gums and keep your digestion
g
pastime.
good with this
mouth-cleansin-

Chew it after every meal
Be SURE it s WRIGLEY'S

Laughter Aids Digestion.
Laughter Is a most healthful exertion ; it Is one of the greatest helps to
digestion with which I am acquainted
Cardinal Urges Peace Prayers
Baltimore, Md. Cardinal Gibbons and the eustom prevalent among our
telegraphed Archbishop Mora y del forefathers, of exciting it at table by
Jesters and buffoons, was founded on
Rio of Mexico suggesting that the pe
pie under their charge be urged to trae medical principles. Hufelund.
pray for a peaceful outcome of the
Loses Its Charm.
crisis In the relations between the two
It's difficult for a newly married
countries.
man to generate much enthualasm
COLORADO LEGISLATURE MEETS, over his bride's beautiful balr after
he has seen her pile It on the bureau
Nineteenth General Aaaembly Con tor the nlghL
venea to Consider Matters Named
Ludlow.

;

If you wish beautiful, clear white
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
special
The
session of the good Kiucers. Adv.
by Governor.

Denver.

get the most
pleasure for the longest
Í

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

Too Much for Him.
colored porter for a local druggist
was told to go to another pharmacy to
get some clmlfuga raslsmoses. He
stood,
and gazed at his Can quickly be overcome by
"boss," then asked: "Ain't thar any CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
other name for dat?"
A

open-mouthe-

Purely vegetable
act surely

and
Danger of Too Much Talk.
gently on the
Don't talk too much. Just after you liver.
Cure
have talked a man into buying, If you Biliousness,
keep on talking you will talk him out Headof buying.

ache,

Atchison Globe.

Kill the Flies Now and Prevent
diseñe. A DAISY FLY KILLfilt will do

JBHI

sW

gSWI

Dixsi- neaa, and Indigestion.

ADTFDM
I ILL

W

I

i'Y.tH

They do their duty.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
It.

Genuine must bear Signature

Kills thousand!. Lasts all season. All (totters
or tlx sent etprees paid for It. H. 8UMK1W,
140 De Kalb Avr., Brooklyn, N. Y. Adv.

Nineteenth General Assembly conmore
Generally speaking, charity
Who wouldn't fall short If measured
vened Monday for these special pur
by the golden rule?
poses as set forth by the governor In of a fad than an obsession.
his call:
First Providing for paying the
of tbe National Guard in the
coal strike.
Second To enact a law submitting
Sooner or later yon will be wrong in every organ of your
to the people a constitutional amend,
body. It is swell known fsctthatover96' of airsicknesses
ment for compulsory arbitration of ail
are erased by ailments of the digestive organs. If you have
the sligheat suspicion that your stomach requires treatment,
labor disputes.
don't delay a moment Little ills soon grow into serious ills,
Third To ensct a law establishing
tv state constabulary.
Fourth to enact a law empowering
the governor to prohibit the sale oi
liquor In specified districts when ht
soon rights the wrong. It helps the stomach digest the food and manudeems It necessary.
facture nourishing blood It has a tonic effect and soon enables the
Fifth To enact a law empowering
stomach and heart to perform their functions in a natural, healthy
the governor to prohibit the aale of
manner, without any outside aid.
tli ear ms and ammunition when necesAs Dr. Plena's Golden Medical Discovery
ftt'"T neither alcohol nor
narcotic there Is no reasMea. For over forty yean it baa stood the test of both
sary in his judgment to do so.
uae
and
Is
today
and
abuse
greateet
the
of
kind In the world. Begin
remedy
its
money
pay
to
Sixth To appropriate
now- - Take it home today. Sold by Medicine Dealers In liquid or tablet form, or
tor the special session.
send 60s to Dr. Pierce's Invalids Hotel, Buffalo. N. Y for a trial box.
'.

DR. PIERCE'S

Golden Medical Discovery

There are two senators and two
representatives who are barred from
participating In tbla apeclal session by
reason of section 8, article S, of tbe
constitution, which prohibits any man
holding a federal position tram being
a member of the Legislature. These
are Senator Bellesfleld, postmaster,
Pueblo; Senator Reynolds, postmaster
Greeley; Representative George Weaver, register of the land office,
and Representative and also
Speaker, O. C. Skinner, register of the
taad office, Montrose.

Write Mr. B. V.I

O'FA I

1 ONSUPPLIES

sw Ml aj American CentrlfutalPumM Deep
Weil Pastes Kewanee Hot w.ior
Machinery
Wall Caalaa nd Ptaln . Steel and Wood
Well
Reme.
Drllllrf
Síteme. Hrerauoc
Wind-millrare- - aemiuie Wroaah lie npea.
Irritation Plama Blocs ana iiot at i ansa,
Complete Electric Liihtlnt Planta. Motors and Ceirimn. Leather. Rubber and B
Aabeaassftre-prorall
t
Usia lor every iwpeee
Rubber Hoee el
Koonat. Pipe and Bollar Cova,lr.(.
Portable Plaor Cianea. Chlld'a Fire
Uneulener
We carri the mu4 SBBSjeawfeeai
Planets u
from ear atock
HeeUfia Seppaea, eoetaeer'a Buppllaa and Equipment In ma Waal. we eaa euc-olOur eajssis an backed bir ear Gajaraatee, which
on a monieet'e notice rour eitrv demand
protects 70s. Oet ear eauiocue and price II at befife you buy.
Bw
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Safe
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SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and,
germicidal of all antiseptics la

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douche

treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills It has no equal.
For ten years the Lydla B. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended PaxUn
la their private correspondence with
women, which proves Its superiority.
Women who have been oured say
It is "worth its weight In gold." At
druggists. 60c large box, or by inalL
The Pax ton Toilet Co, Boston. Masa.
In

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing In favor because

U

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not injure
laundry purpoeos it
package 10c
mora
HUIANOS 8TA&CH

mm

the finest fabric. Por
has so eeaal 14 as.
starch lor tame
CO,
1

hhssti

OTALLOM SUPPLY COMPANY. 1630 15th ST, DENVER. COLO.

OCNVCH, NO

-

AOENCY

FOR-J- o"

LAIL

Best grade Lump and Egg
SWASTIKA COAL

SUPPLY

Livery and Feed Stables in Connection. Draying to all parts of
the city.
Phone 56
M

Weber's Bakery

Cimarron Transfer Co.

J-

-

COMPANY

w.swemgen.Prop.

Bakers' Goods and

WE SELL.

Confectioners

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

NEWS ITEMS

Chas. Springer was a Raton
20 pounds Mexican beans for
business visitor Wednesday
at Rogers, Whiteman & Co.

$

All Kinds of Farming ImpUmtnti
Wagons

Fresh, home made taffy and
Geo. H. Webster, Jr., spent a
marshmellows and other candies few days in the county seat town
every day at Weber's.
this"week.

Buggies

Harness and Saddles
Pete Gimson returned Tuesday
See the new rug rac
at the
visit in Brooks store, filled with Axminst-er- ,
Raton.
Brussels and Granite rugs.

Lumber and Other Building Material

from a tew days business

Hardware

Joe Menapace made one of his
Mrs. F. A. Alpers and son are
periodical visits in ttie Key City spending the week at the home of
this week from Maxwell.
her mother, Mrs. Rupert in Raton.

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Besl Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

H. S. Springer departed Wednesday for Las Vegas, to visit a
The News is working for you and
few wees with relatives.
the community every week. What
are YOU, not the other fellow, doing for it I
The District Sunday School convention which was to have been
held at Miami, Sunday, May 10,
The Brooks Mercantile Co. for
has been postponed one wekk, and iron beds, mattresses, rockers and
the conventión will now be held on a general line of medium priced
May 17.
. furniture.

Roadmaster Frank Gumm was a
company business , visitor in Cimarron several days this week from
Raton.

a

lasting

Lin-eol-

n

will be opened to the Public

ht

Job Printing at the News

Tues-

five

at the right prices

months.

The Santa Fe bridge crew is on
the Rocky Mountain extension this
week fixing and repairing bridges
between Cimarron and Ute Park.

to the energy of private enterprise.

largest and most

In your own telephone company's territory alune the seven Mountain States
there are Ko.ooo miles of long distance highways open for your messages every day

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

I
rmnrr

District Attorney Remley and
the Cimarron coterie of grand jury
members, departed Sunday for Raton to attend to court matters this
week.

From New York to San Francisco the big copper wires of the Bell System extend
in an unbroken line the broad highway of Universal Service.

"The Corporation Different"

Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed

Pat Gallagher came down from
the Moreno Valley the fore part of
the week to attend to business matters and renew old acquaintances.

monu-

San Francisco will le ioined with New York, and the thousand cities and towns
along the way will be benefited.

of the

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

past

Throngh fertile fields, thriving cities, across rivers and over mountains, the
Highway will extend from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

To that spirit ot service that has made the Bell system one
useful corporations in the country.

SlanclaAd Jneandciceni Oil JLamp of iht 11orid

day for his home near Morristown,
Minn., after having been the guest
of his children in Cimarron the

NATIONAL HIGHWAYS
The people of this country are building a National Highway as
ment to a grert man.

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp

Swastika coal, the most heat for
vour money, sold by J. W.

John Weber, Sr., departed

This Highway, too, is a lasting monument

lines

week.

Willie Livingston returned to
Raton, Monday, after having visited with his parents in Cimarron a
few days.

Another National Highway The Telephone Way
before the Lincoln Way is ready for travel.

in these

Patronize home industry and
C, R. van Houten came down
buy your bakery goods at Weber's from his Ponil ranch on a combinRestaurant and Bakery.
ed business and pleasure trip this

.

K. Hunt passed through

Cim-

arron, Tuesday evening enroute to
the Aztec mines above Ule Park to
look after the property interests
for the M. L. G. company.
Friends in this citv received
word last week from Mrs. C. O.
Pease in Chico, California, that
she underwent a successful operation for appendicitis. Mrs. Pease
has a host of friends in Cimarron
who will be pleased to learn that
the operation was successful.
ao pounds Mexican beans for
at Rogers, Whiteman & Co.

$1

c
We have the facilities to deliver at

all

times and in any quantity, clear, pure, ice
cold, artificial ice.

Standing Orders Preferred

Cimarron Meat Market
Phone 47

